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RELEASED PRESIDENT

raw

IN

BUILGINS

ROADS

habeas corpus

proceedings instituted by Attorney
J. H. Crist (or "Pussyfoot" W. E.
Johnson began at 2:15 o'clock this afternoon before Judge John R. McFie,
in the capitol.

cials were present.
So far as could be ascertained the
representative of the Denver paper
which printed one of the stories
which led to the prosecution of Mr.
Johnson has not yet arrived in Santa
Fe. He is wanted to testify in the
case.
At 3:20 p. m. after hearing argu.
ments from counsel of both sides,
Judge John R. McFie gave a decision,
sustaining the writ of habeas corpus,
releasing Mr. Johnson from custody.
Post Office Matters.
Jose B. Espinosa has been commissioned postmaster at San Ildefonso,
Santa Fe County; Leandro Salas at
Pinos Wells, Torrance County; and
of Elephant
H. Wiggins
William
Butte, Sierra county.

GOOD

HEALTH,

GOOD

S

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Edgemont, S. Dak., Oct. 21. President Taft was up before 7 o'clock this
morning to make the first speech of
his three days' tour of South Dakota,
the first insurgent state in which he
has traveled since leaving California.
The president spent last night in
Newcastle, Wye, and left there at
5:30 a. m. for this city. His day's
program calls for stops at Custer,
Deadwood, Lead, Sturgis, and Rapid
City.
The president's train last night was
surrounded by Wyoming militiamen.
Mr. Taft did not retire until nearly
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In Good Health and Good Voice,
The president is in the best of
health and is standing the trip remarkably well. His voice is holding
up splendidly and its wonderful carrying power is being constantly commented on.'
Speaking in the clear air of this
hilly country, Mr. Taft can be hoard a

j

block away.

i

j

ball of every political
demagogue
and every fanatical faddist ; diverging
interests of the different sections of
tht country and of different classes
of people inhabiting our state could
never be permanently reconciled, and
a constant state of political unrest and
turmoil would be the consequence.
"That, however, is not exactly what
New Mexico stands in need of just at
the present time.
"Stability, confidence and a sense of
security is needed above all, if statehood is to be coincident with an intensified development of our vast natural resources, followed by general
prosperity for every class of people of
our new state.
"It is not a question of politics or of
party, and I am confident that they
who share my convictions in this matter will not only cast their ballot, irrespective of party affiliations, for the
stability of our fundamental laws, but
will also try to enlighten others.
"It is not my wont to appear in
print, but the vital importance of this
matter and my ardent desire for the
welfare, the progress and prosperity
of New Mexico have induced me to
make an exception this time and to
pen these few lines."
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INTER. COM. COMMISSION
Bodies Recovered Out of SulAGAIN SUSPENDS ADVANCE. Twenty
phur Workings Near Palermo, Sicily .
(By Special Leased Wire to Near Mexican)
Ad21.
Oct.
D.
C,
Washington,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
vances In the tariffs of
Oct. 21. An explo-sioPalermo, Sic-.railway carriers for the icing
has occurred in a mine atars
o
of
cooling
shipment
prior
.and
It is
that 100 perof fruit from California points to east- sons were killedreported
or injured.
ern destinations, were again suspendTwenty Bodies Recovered.
ed today until April 28th next by the
Caltanissetta, Sicily, Oct. 21. An
Interstate Commerce Commission.
explosion of gas in a sulphur mine at
Trabonella today set the mine on tin
and caused many deaths.
X FLOOD ACKNOWLEDGES
X
The bodies of twenty men have been
X
8ANTE FE COURTESIES.
Lrecovered and some other miners who
X are
X
in galleries distant from
X
"When I was in your attrac- - X the working
mouth of the pit were still missX tive historic capital city Mon- - $
ing tonihgt.
St day the Santa Fe New Mexican X
X published a kindly and cour- X
X teous article which I failed to X MYSTERIOUS JOHN SMITHERMAN
IS NOT IDENTIFIED.
St properly
while Si
acknowledge
X there because I did not fully X
X read it until after I left the city., X Police Seem to Have Wrong Clue as
to Murderer of Showman
X Governor W. J. Mills courteous- - X
SS
Family In Kansas.
ly paid his respects to me X
Si though, of course, neither the X
SS
governor nor the New Mexican SS (By Special Leased Wire to21New Mexican)
Kas., Oct.
Harry BaSS
agree with the position I have SS Ellsworth,
SS
taken In reference to your con- - -- SS ker, the hotel clerk who rented a
room to the mysterious John Smith,
SS
SS
Btitution.
SS
"These and other courtesies SS charged by a coroner's Jury with beSS
are appreciated by me as such SS ing the slayer of the Showman famiSmith-ermaSS
courtesies, are always appre-- SS ly, failed today to identify John
of Junction City, Kansas, as
SS
elated by one in a strange land; SS
SS
and prove that the reputation SS Smith.
The suspect delayed at Newkirk,
SS
for courtesy and hospitality for SS
SS
which the people of New Mex-- SS Okla., was ordered released today.
SS James Reardon,
SS
a former seriff, who
Ico are noted la justly due.
SS once arrested Charles Marzyek,
SS
said
Congressman H. D. Flood.
the prisoner was not the desired man.

xxxxxxwxxxxxxxxx
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The Most Rev. J. B. Pitaval, D. D., whether we are to have a foundation,
Archbishop of Santa Fe. who has been a fundamental law for all; for a law
abroad this summer and is staying that can be changed every year at
in New York City till the middle of every election by a simple majority
of November, has sent the following of votes, cast at a given election, ean- not be dignified with the name of
communication to New Mexico:
"Of all the news that reached me iundamental."
"A feeling of confidence and securiduring my absence from New Mexico,
this essential prerequisite to a
ty,
state
hood
the one announcing that
had been granted was the most pleas- healthy and lasting and all embracing
will not be engendered if
ing to me. Congress and the president prosperity,
of the United States have at last per- jthe fleeting waves of every whim and
formed an' act of tardy justice to the passing fad and fancy are permitted
to wash away the foundation and send
inhabitants of New Mexico. It now
behooves us to justify the confidence jthe whole edifice tottering to the
placed in us by meeting the responsi- ground.
"If our present constitution should
bilities of statehood wisely and conprove faulty or inadequate, or if
scientiously.
changing coud.Jons should make a
"Though no human instrument can change of the constitution
really adlay claim to absolute perfection, the visable, it can be
and will be
changed
conservcomprehensive, broadmmded,
changed as provided in the present
'
atively and wise constitution of New constitution.
Mexico augurs well for the future of
"But only a real advantage to the
the new state.
commonwealth as a whole would inof a duce a change, whilst, if the
"Only when the foundation
proposed
building is good and deep and broad amendment should obtain a majority
and strong, is it possible to rear a in the coming election, our constitufine, substantial and lasting super- tion would change with every chang.
structure. I, therefore, regret very ing majority and with every
changing
much that-ithe coming election the party coming into
The
power.
is
before
the voters constitution would be made the foot
question
placed

PAUSE IN
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TRIAL

EQUAL RIGHTS

PRESID E N

SQUARE DEAL

the Talesmen Except Six Nomination to Be Reward Better Roads and Better
Freedom
for
Himself
Schools Advocated by
and Over Sunday
With Party
H. O- - Bursum

Given

y

'

NO.

Head of the Catholic Church in New Mexico Declares That Amend
ment Proposed to Constitution Means Chaos in Public Affairs of
New Mexico, and Will Prevent Any Kind of Stable Govern
ment; Business Would Suffer, People Would Be Injured, and
Future Prosperity of New State Greatly Jeopardized.Promi
nent Prelate Says Gravity of Situation Compels Him to Speak.

VOICE

Taft Is Dieting.
Undoubtedly the president's health
is largely due to the diet which has
been prescribed for him by Major
Thomas L. Rhoads, of the army, his
official physician. Mr. Taft probably
does not know the extent to which his
food supplies are limited, but so far
he has not complained. His fellow
travelers in the private car, Ideal-SecrGood Roads Building.
Hilles, Major Butt and MaThe Territorial Good Roads Commission will give $4,000 toward the jor Rhoads are taking something of
construction of a permanent highway an advantage of their chief in this' reacross the Mescalero sands east from spect.
Denied All Pie.
Roswell in the direction of the Texas
For instance, the president is denied
meeting of the commission held on
W. M. Atkinson? received all pastry. Yesterday for luncheon
Monday.
the news in an official communication the .cook baked a savory hot apple
from Robert P. Ervien, of Santa Fe, pie. Everybody in the car knew
who is commissioner of public lands about it, except the president. When
and secretary of the Good Roads he asked for dessert, they supplied
The money is to be him with fruit.
Commission.
spent under the direction of the terriMean Conspiracy.
torial engineer.
Then, when the mid-dameal was
for
commission
The donation of the
me conspirators retired to one
ended,
the Chaves county work is consider- of the staterooms, where a table had
ed quite liberal. Chaves county will been set Jor the pie--. ' They feasted
pay whatever balance, if any, is need- royally on the masterpiece in pastry,
ed to build the road.
while the
sat, alone and negCharles D. Miller, territorial engin- lected, in president
the observation end of his
eer, arrives tomorrow night and on car, wondering what had become of
Friday will go with Mr. Atkinson to nis stan.
Every day that pie is on the
pick out the route. The road will be menu in the
Ideal, there is a lot ot
a
be
will
clay
given
built of dirt and
the word s passed along
The route will be selected tiptoeing and
covering.
line to "stand by" and prepare
so as to pass near places where the the
for something "Mother used to make."
was
found.
It
be
can
material
clay
There'll Be an Awful Row.
originally announced that the county
Some day the president is going to
and territory would each pay half of
but discover the low deceit that is being
the cost of this improvement,
since an inspection has been made of practiced upon him, and there is gothe new route, it is thought the work ing to be an awful row.
Strikes La Follette Sentiment.
can be done for much less than $8,000
Deadwood, S. Dak., Oct. 21. On the
the original estimated cost. Roswell
trip to Deadwood from Edgemont,
Daily Record.
President Taft was accompanied by
Governor Vessey, United States SenaWYOMING DESPERADO
SHOT THROUGH HEART. tor Gamble, Congressmen Martin and
Burke and United States
Marshal)
Was One of Five Men Who Held Up Seth Bullock.
Secretary Hilles was told that while
Village of Cokeville, Wyoming,
the political atmosphere in South Da
Yesterday.
kota was far from clear at present,
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Mr. Taft had a chance to secure at
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 21.
least four of the ten delegates to the
Further particulars received here last Republican national convention next
night of the "shooting up" of Coke year which the state will have under
ville, Wyoming, yesterday by a gang the new congressional apportionment
of five men, show that one of the Mr. Hilles was informed of a
strong
gang, identified as Ed Bacon, was sentiment for Senator
Follette
killed.
throughout the state.
- Bacon
had been shot through the
heart In the battle. His body wai
HUNDRED ITALIANS KILLED
not found until after the shooting.
IN MINE EXPLOSION,

:

21,

NOV

IHEH

if! DANGER

The proceedings grew out of the arand imprisoning of Mr. Johnson
on the complaint of Superintendent
Clinton J. Crandall of the U. S. Indian
Industrial iSchool charging Johnson
with criminal libel.
At the hearing, Miss True, formerly
of the Indian service, Superintendent
Crandall, Assistant District Attorney
E. P. Davies, representing the terrioffl-.- '
tory, A. G. Pollock and other
midnight.

rest

SATl'I'DAY, OCTOBER

SURGENT REALM

Engineer Charles D Miller Is Taft Is Denied All Pastry, But
Is Not Yet on to
In Eastern Part of
the Fact
Territory.
The hearing in the

NEAV MEXICO,

DOTE AGAINST BLUE BALLOT

He Win Habeas Corpus Began Speech - Making at
Seven This Morning BeProceedings Brought on
fore Breakfast
His Behalf
GOOD

NEW ME XICAW
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H
n
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DEWH PENALTY:COUMTS

ON

THREi

.

STATES BIG

MEET

AT

LAS

CffllCES

Two Suspects at Salt Lake City Will Work to Have the New
Republican Campaign
Party
to Be Subjected to Another
York Delegation Nomi- Enthusiasticelly Received
Grilling.
nate Him.
In Dona Anaj

j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 21. Some
thirty veniremen rejoice today at being at liberty out of doors instead of
locked up under the care of bailiffs in
the McNamara murder ease. Agreement of opposing counsel to proceed
in examining talesmen without a full
jury box enabled Judge Walter Bord-wel- l
to examine all veniremen not
already in the box until opening of
the court Monday morning and only
the six talesmen left at conclusion of

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hot Springs, Ark., Oct. 21. William R. Hearst's expressed intention
of
himself with the Democratic party, presages the presentation of the publishers' name to the
New York delegation as a candidate
for the Democratic president of the
nation, according to Oscar W. finder-wooDemocratic floor leader of the
House of Representatives.
Mr. Underwood today declared he
thought the Hearst following in the
California delegation to the
convention
would support
Hearst for the presidential nomination.
Counts on New Mexico.
California. Arizona, and New Mexi- co are counted as a starter by the
Hearst managers for their candidate.
That explains why two of Hearst's
men have been in constant attendance
at Democratic state headquarters at
Santa Fe getting up a special issue
of the Los Angeles Examiner in English
and in Spanish with which to
flood the territory a few days before

the court yesterday were under restraint today. Otherwise, six others
would have been added to their number and none of the thirty knew that
he would not have been one of the
six. There was no session of court
today, but it proved a busy day for
nearly every one connected with the
trial.
Judge Bordwell found time to consider numerous citations offered by
In connection
counsel, particularly
with denial of the state's challenge
against Talesman A. C. Robinson, in
which the court announced that should
he find his decision incorrect he ; election.
would change it.
Attorneys .Visit Accused.
The defendant, James B. McNamara, accused of causing the death of GAME AGAIN
Charles J. Haggerty, one of twenty-on- e
persons killed in the Los Angeles
Times explosion and fire a year ago,
DECLARED OFF
was visited by his attorneys who
discussed the situation with him. They
also saw John J. McNamara, brother
of James, and secretary of the Inter- Will Be Played Monday, or
national Association of Bridge and
on First SunshinyDay
Structural Iron Workers.
Opposing counsel centered much atThereafter
tention on today on what promises to be two big obstacles in getting a jury. Those were aversion ATHLETICS
PRACTICE
NEED
to the infliction of the. death penalty
on circumstantial evidence and the
question of belief as to the cause of Reuben Oldham Goes to Mount
the Times explosion.
"

Accused of Dynamiting Hotel.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 21. Information received here today from
Los Angeles states that the California
state authorities will request the Utah
state officials to
the investigation of the two attempts to dynamite
the Hotel Utah in 1910.
Jack Wilson, and "High - Pockets"
DeLaney were tried here for the dynamiting and both were acquitted.
It is alleged that both have been
under investigation in connection
with the explosion that destroyed the
'
'
Los Angeles Times.

Vernon to Attend His
Sister's Funeral-

11

.

(;tc ial Lciuert Wire to New Mexican)

Philadelphia, Oct. 21. The fourth
game between the Philadelphia Athletics and tlje New York Giants for
the baseball championship
of the

n

-

Special to the New Mexican.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 21. H. O.
Bursum and A. B. Fall arrived on the
southbound train Friday morning, and
were met at the train by a large delegation of representative Republicans.
The party left for Dona Ana after
breakfast, in six touring cars, to address a meeting called for 10 o'clock.
On the arrival at Dona Ana the new
schoolhouse was found to be crowded.
Bursum spoke in Spanish on the platform of the party and on value of a Republican administration as a business
proposition.
Judge A. B. Fall followed with a short address on statehood
and the speakers were both enthusiastically received.
H. B. Holt on County Issues.
H. B. Holt spoke in a short address
particularly on county issues. Leaving Dona Ana the party arrived in
in time for an afternoon meeting
in the auditorium of the new school-housFully four hundred representative citizens were waiting the arrival of the speakers and Bursum was
received with an ovation of applause.
Big Meeting at Las Cruces.
In the evening the Las Cruces citizens turned out with the greatest open
air demonstration and torch light parade ever witnessed in the county. A
noticeable feature of the parade was
the fact that torches were carried by
voters and business men. The armory
was crowded to the doors when the
parade arrived for the speaking, and
it was with difficulty the crowd secured standing room.
Better Roacis, Better Schools, Square
Deal.
H. O. Bursum was introduced by
Mark B. Thompson with a complete
vindication of charges made by opposition, the chairman introducing
court records to show that Bursum
bad not been compelled to pay the
territory, but the contrary was the
case. Bursum made an address that
was received with bursts of applause
that gave evidence of the interest felt
by the crowd, and in concluding gave
the platform of his campaign as better roads, better schools, equal suf
frage to native as well as other voters, and a square deal to all.
Me-sil-

i

arc?

GUEST

GOVERNMENT MOST HELPLESS

NOTED

Convening of National Assem
Forbodes
bly
More Trouble-

A Program That
Santa Fe Can HI Afford
to Miss.

-

PIANIST

WILL

Music-Lovin-

PLAY

g

T.fiis. ! Wire to N' w Mexican)
(By
Peking, Oct. 21. There was little in
the news received at the capital today
to reassure i lie government or relieve
the general feeling of uneasiness. The
missionaries in this province, Chi Li,
have been warned by students that
there will be a revolutionary outbreak
near Peking tomorrow.
Considerable credence is attached
to the warning, as similar advance information reached the missionaries at
Wu Chang prior to the rioting there.
Governor' Palace Burned.
Evidently trouble is brewing in Tien
Tsin and a telegram from there contains the ominous smtement that the
Yamen of the Viceroy at Tsinan, the
capital of Shang Tung province, has
been burned.
Want Silver.
which has
Consular reports
been isolated for some days confirm
earlier rumors that the city is in the
possession of the revolutionists. Thus
far there have been no disturbance in
with the exception of an agitation on the part of fifteen thousand
coolies employed on railway construction, who demand payment of their
wages in silver, which cannot be had.
National Assembly.
The national assembly will convene
here tomorrow. As there is a sentiment in this body unfriendly to the
throne, the approaching deliberations
are looked forward to with some anxiety.
In view of the possible spread of the
rebellion, the foreign legations are
taking the necessary military and
commissary precautions in this city
and at Tien Tsin for the protection
of the legations and the citizens of the
respective countries which they repSix-ciu- l

Theano she of the soulful blue
eyes, that at times look "wide with
sorrow, she who is tall and as Denver
critics rightly said: "Divinely fair,"
is here.
Theano arrived last night at the Palace hotel and will be seen tonight at
the Klks' theater In aesthetic and interpretive dances with the noted musician and composer Francis Ilendriks
as assisting artist. The performance
will be for the benefit of the Klks.
Theano is of Paris but speaks English as well as she does French. Like
the Countess Swirsky who created a
furore here last year, she is simple
and natural above all things else and
dances under the inspiration of music
which tells upon her like a spell.
Like her namesake the maid of Alexandria, she possesses the tinge of
the Orient, ts deep mysticism, profile Orient, its powerful meaning.
"I am delighted to be in Santa Fe
of wlilrh I have heard so much," she
said, last night. "This is a city that
has romance and coming from abroad,
I feel that it is good to be here."
In her enthusiasm over Santa Fe,
Theano walked around the city last
night and again this morning.
She is accompanied by Francis Ilendriks, the distinguished American
pianist, and composer who will open
tonight's program with several piano
selections, using a grand piano.
Mr. Hendriks is just back from the
capitals of Europe where he won
laurels from admiring audiences and
praise from the world s greatest
pianists, Including Busoni.
s
By the way, H. Howard Hall,
manager says Theano will be
well garbed in Grecian garments and
there will not be the slightest cause
resent.
for criticism in this respect.
Yuan Shi Kai, the newly appointed
Denver Likes Her.
viceroy of the provinces of Hu Pah
In
Theano made a great sucDenver
and Hunan, and Yin Tchang, the mincess. Says the Denver News:
ister of war, are at loggerheads.
"Then came Theano's part of the
"Boastful and Incapable." ...
program, the aesthetic dances. These,
The former is dissatisfied with the
preparations made by the minister of
war, whom he characterizes as "boast-fu- l
and incapable."
It is understood here that Yuan
Shi Kai is considering whether he will
take supreme command of the army
along the Yang Tse river or concentrate his efforts on the recapture of
Wu Chang. Should he decide not to
Si ; '
jr.
carry out either one of these proposST .
,
als, it would be a crushing blow to the
government.
A Dead Letter.
The orders issued recently for the
dispatch of sixty thousand troops now
in Manchuria and Shan Lung to Hankow, appear to be treated as a dead
The-ano'-

h

.

letter.
There is no sign whatever of any
such movement on the part of the

I.

army.
Public Excited.
The news of the defeat of the imperial forces at the hands of the rebels at Hankow is gradually leaking
out.
The public is so excited that any
possible inflammatory incident, such
a3 the opening of the national assembly tomorrow, is likely to be the signal for a crisis at Peking.
Two Thousand Imperialists Surr nder
Shanghai, Oct. 21. Refugees
from
Hankow arriving here today state that
when the revolutionists fell back to
Wu Chang, it was only to obtain a
new supply of ammunition and that
they at once returned to the fray and
made a successful landing on the Hankow side. The rebels are fortifying
the hills at the rear of Han Yang Steel
Works.
Five British torpedo
here today from Wei Hai Wei and four
Japanese torpedo boats came from Wu
Shung.

"Tall

THEANO,

and Divinely Fair."

society was quite keen to look upon,
as many women of the smart set were
anxious to see Theano's interpreta-

tions. Gifted with imagination, youthful and beautiful, she made a pretty
picture as she postured and danced.
She possessed a dramatic appeal and
intelligence which made her meaning
instantly clear to the audience. No

Oriental dances those just the natural healthy themes, or the poetic and
mystic, as in the dance typifying the
Sadness of the Moon. Her parfum
exotique and her sunbeams spoke of
the lappy people of the
lands dancing their little day. The
dance of fate, with its hint of tragedy which gave Theano an opportunity
of displaying her dramatic ability,
to please the audience best."
Native newspapers state that after seemed
The Program.
the retreat of the imperialists at HanThe following is the program which
kow, 2,000 surrendered and subsequently joined the
revolutionary will be given tonight at the Elks' thecamp. This has not been confirmed ater, the first half being a piano recital by Francis Hendriks and the secfrom foreign sources.
ond, the dances by Theano, the Grecian danseuse:
MRS. BOOTH TARKINGTON
Sun-kisse- d

boats-arrive-

FILES SUIT FOR DIVORCE.

1.

(By Special Leased Wire to :?pw Mexican) 2.
Indianapolis, Oct. 21. Mrs. Booth
Tarkington, wife of the novelist and
playwright, today filed suit for divorce
in the superior court of this county.
3.
She charges the defendant with cruelty and asks for the custody of their
child.
d

xxxssxxxxxxxxxxs

PART I.
XII Etudes on an original theme

Francis Hendriks.

a. Mazurka, op. 50 No 2.
b. Ballade A Flat,
c. Polonaise A Flat,
Chopin.

Petites cloches dans la brune,
Francis Hendriks, Op. 5.
b. Arrebesques
on Themes
of
Johan Strauss . . Schulz-Evlea.

r.

PART II.
Theano.
1 a. Etude in F Major,
b. Mazurka in A Major,
Chopin.
2. The Sea,
(Dedicated to Madam
Theano by the composer)
Lola Carrier Worrell.
3. a. Parfum exotique,
.
b.

:

-

IS HERE

Warnings Sent Out by the Will Give Grecian InterpreChinese Rebels of Imtive Dances at the
Theater Tonight
pending Attack

world, which was scheduled to be
piayea nere last Wednesday, was postA. A. Jones, McGHI, Et al.
poned today for the fourth time, and
A. B. Fall followed with a complete
DEMOCRATIC RALLY
under the rules, will be played on
history of the admission of New MexiTHIS EVENING.
Monday or the first clear day.
co, bringing records from Washing. Athletics Need Practice.
After the Republican primary
The members of the Philadelphia ton to show that statements made by X
tonight, at the court house, a
team reported at the grounds as usual Senator Flood were not founded on
Democratic rally will be held,
JUDGE PETER 8. GROSSCUP
today and were excused until Monday facts, and that Democratic opposition
at which addresses . will be
FORWARDS HIS RESIGNATION. morning at 10 o'clock when they will and the personal interest of Demomade by W. C. McDonald, Dem(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) try to get some much needed practice cratic party leaders was alone responsible for the delay in statehood. In
ocratic candidate for governor,
Chicago, Oct. 21. Judge Peter 8. If the weather permits.
fact it was shown by documentary ev- X and W. R. McGill, Democratic
Grosscup of the United States Circuit
Oldrlng Attends Sister's Funeral.
court today forwarded his resignation
candidate for attorney general.
Reuben Oldrlng, the center fielder. idence that an effort was made to
to President Taft. He asked that It
The public is Invited.
'
Continued on Page Fur.
become effective next Monday.
(Continued on Page Wight)
I

AS

222

Fate,

c. Moonbeams,
4.

Francis Hendriks.
a. Sadness of the Moon,
b. Dance of Theano,
Francis Hendriks.

s
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NO INDIGESTION

The Little Store

BP!

Everything"
Good to

Fat and

We Guarantee

Everything
Under this Brand
to be

Under the

Solitaire Brand

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1911.

M.

OR

SICK, UPSET STOMACH
Diapepsin Stops Fermentation
Ends Worst Case of Dyspepsia
in Five Minutes.

MOTHERS

GERMANS EAT

and

HORSEFLESH Preserve Babys Skin

"Why not get some now this moment, and forever rid yourself of
Stomach trouble and Indigestion? A Soaring Prices of Meat Leads
dieted stomach gets the blues and
to Establishing of Fish
Give it a good eat, then
grumbles.
Markets
take Pape's Diapepsin to start the digestive juices working. There will be
no dyspepsia or belching of Gas or
A- GOES
eructations of undigested food; no EMPEROR
feeling like a lump of lead in the
stomach or heartburn, sick headache
and diziness, and your food will not He Sips His Beer and Sings
ferment and poison your breath with
His Songs With the Rest
'nauseous odors. '
of Them.
Pape's Diapepsin costs only 5(1
!

cents for a large case at any drug
Ltasfl Wire to New Mexican)
store here, and will relieve the most (By Special Oct..
21 The prices of all
Berlin,
obstinate case of Indigestion and Up- - kinds
of meat have risen to such an
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in . five minutes.
set Stomach
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the Empire that
ueuer iu- laic, extent throughout
'mere is notning eise T:IL
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healthy
food-acA lifetime of disfigurement and
When Diapepsin works, your stom- - a decrease in import duties on
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
rests gets itself in order, cleans stuffs and the abolition of the export suffering often results from the
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
up and then you feel like eating bounty system which raises the price neglect, in infancy or childhood,
when you come to the table, and what of fodder, the Prussian minister of
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
skin affections. In the
agriculture has issued a decree in of simple
ASK YOUR WIFE IF
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME.
you eat will do you good
Absolute relief from all Stomach which he points out the great
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?
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surely get
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meat, vegetables, fruit and more es- - ish. Resary and Benediction at 8:30
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pecially fish, themselves, and to this p. m. Devotions.
end he promises to arrange that re- GETHSEMANE.
Phone,
(Dorothy M. Porges, in Boston Ideas) duced railroad freight tariffs shall be
Lady of Guadalupe.
In golden youth when all the earth's accorded to municipalities which pro-First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
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summer land for joy and mirth, vide retail food stores for the benefit (kick) 9:31 a. m.
BTk,66l9
When souls are glad and hearts are of their citizens.
Church of the Holy Faith.
Wilmersdorf and other suburbs of
light
And not a shadow lurks In sight, Berlin have already started municipal
No services, except Sunday school
We do not know it but there lies
fign store8 whieh are a great success, at 9:45.
Somewhere beneath the twilight ana Berlin has just decided to open
70 stalls for a similar purpose in the
skies,
First Presbyterian.
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Many
First
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Our garden of Gethsemane!
Count Henckel von Donnersmarck. ally invited to come and worship with
These are occasionally joined by sev-- us.
Down shadowed lanes, across strange era otner guestg those invited this
streams,
year comprising Herr von Schorle-- State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Bridged over by our broken dreams, mer tnJ mlnister for agriouiture, Ad- Bemna tne misty cape 01 years,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
mira von Tirnitz and. Freiherr Sneck
Close to the great salt lake of von Sternburg, while the officers of he is senior partner of the firm of F.
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
tears,
the neighboring garrisons are often J. Cheney & Co., doing business In
Tnis garaen lies, iry as you may,
the City of Toledo, County and State
agted to Join in the shoot
Maiden
you cannot miss u on your way,
Cn tnese occasions the emperor ls aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
AH pains mai nave ueen or Uau uc, in ft mogt
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HUNDRED
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After
genal
All
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Pass somewhere through Gethse-- . dayg shoot the
aU git down LARS for each and every case of Camane- with him and the chief foresters to tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Aie
a hearty dinner, followed by seidels of of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
And all who journey, soon or late,
home
Patronize
house.
to
Delivered your
Industry. Leave orders at
beer and cigars. Sometimes a sing
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Musts pass within this garden' song" is indulged in at which
the Sworn to before me and subscribed
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
gate;
guests join in the choruses of hunting in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
Must kneel alone in darkness there melodies. The emperor sometimes ber A.
CO.
MINERAL
D., U6.
SANTA
And .battle with some fierce de- takes his turn and sings a song in a
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Near Union Depot
spair.
333 HICKOX STREET,
fairly good baritone voice.
Notary Public
God pity those who cannot say
School for Consul,
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
RED
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will
Who
PHONE,
Thine!"
"Not my
only
Following the example of the Unit ally, and acts directly cn the blood
pray,
ed States state department, the Ger and mucous surfaces of
the system.
"Let this cup pass," and cannot see man government has established
WHOLESALE
Send for testimonials free.
The purpose in Gethsemane!
AND RETAIL
regular school for candidates for aj
F. J. CHENEY
CO., TOLEDO. O
pointment in the consular service
Sold by all DruggistB, 75c.
RATON
Funds for the school were largely
Take Hall's Family Pills for constt
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
YANKEE
provided by exporting firms, whose
ABOUND THE STATE
pation.
in
the
of
instruction
the
CERRILL06
Gar-net- s,
future consuls has also been sought,
the aim of the department being to
Shot by Companion.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
them practical business training
Antonio Ortega was accidentally give
Saved Wood and EindliDK.
and experience Instead of the bureaushot in the spine by his play compan- cratic education
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Curio Company
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hitherto
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Ortega
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San Francisco Street
Laundry
commercial section of the ministry.
Business men and professors from the
To select your stones for mounting
Ydoman Charged With Conspiracy. universities and technical schools will BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
NOW IS THE TIME for Holiday
Presents. They are
Mrs. Marian C. Gilbert, who was arin the training of the fu
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
rested in Denver September 30 and ture consuls.
always acceptable.
Rifle a Royal Present
taken to Pueblo, where, during NoREAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE V
vember, she will be tried on the
Emperor William has presented to Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
WilCrown
of
Prince Lldj Jeassa, of Abyscharge
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
killing her husband,
liam J. Gilbert, and who is suing the sinia, the fifteen year old grandson of
C AI C Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
of American Yeomen Negus Menelik, a beautiful
Brotherhood
Phone, Red No. 2
hunting Phone Red No. 23.
aodRaacles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
for $2,000 life insurance, charges the rifle, one of the splendid gifts to royal
in theEspanola Yalley with the Very Best of water rjghts
Ranches
Alfalfa
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which
with
such
in
a
company
conspiracy
play
securing
large role
in modern
her indictment.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
international relations. KERR'S
FOR
SHOP, HEADQUARTERS
While not so elaborate as the miniature railroad outfit given to the young
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Modern Residences for Rent.
League Trustees.
Chinese emperor by Emperor Nicho Phone us, we will be
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
New
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Mexico
glad to call for
las
of
or
doll
the
Russia,
city given your laundry on Morfdays and Tues;
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS League has elected the following trus- the Italian
;
103'if
royal children by President days and deliver on Thursdays and
tees: President, J. H. Heald, Albu
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
Fallieres of France, the rifle, a repeat Fridays.
Ave.
Palace
S. M.
querque; first vice president,
4
er of the Mauser type, is
to apAll work is guaranteed; your socks
Wiliams, Roswell; second vice presi- peal more to the future likely
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN- N
COMPANY
of
emperor
are mended and buttons sewed m
dent, J. W. Corbett, Mountainair;
where hunting is still the your shirts without extra
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your third vice president, J. R. Carver, Fort Abyssinia,
charge.
sport of kings,
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Sumner; secretary, W. G. Ogle, East
It is not only a weapon of the high PHONE RED 122, PHONE RED 122
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Las Vegas; treasurer, H. P. Williams, est
quality, but is highly ornamented
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
and Arizona purchasers.
Albuquerque; J. I. Seder was
in silver the signature and crown of
ed superintendent.
Emperor William being inlaid in this
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Why Import Mineral Water ?
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Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
and Other Stones.

Buttee Mineral Water,

Celebrated
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Screened

Lump

Imperial Laundry

Santa Fe Trail
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You are requested to call and see and
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hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

Anti-Saloo- n

Anti-Saloo- n

F. M. JONES.

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Piano Tuner,

'
German

E. M. Lehnor, Expert

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular
COKRtCK'S

HACK

IM

Buggies and saddle horwa.

price
:

Phono Black

THEODORE CORRICK.
132.

Pre.

An Unseemly

LIVERY STABLE

metal.

Fracas.

Ernest Didier of Belen had a
with a man named Aranda, and
Didier
young
during the mixup
thought it necessary to pull a gun.
This he did, and, pulling the trigger
also, sent a bullet into the side of his
antagonist's head. The bullet, entered
too low and too far forward to produce
death, but still it was a narrow escape,
and Aranda is suffering with a very
sore head as a result. The fracas com- menced in a house not of the best re- pute, and the shot was fired in the
same place. Albuquerque Herald.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
CHURCH

First

ANNOUNCEMENTS

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Cathedral.

ror.ss

tf

C:30 a.

m.

Second

mass at 9:30. Sermen in English
Third mass at 11.3. Sermon in Span
TO CURP A COLD IN ONE DAV.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

'

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signa- - French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
ture is on each box. 25c.
New York Chop Suey 50c.

vYhen in Need of Anylhinr
in the LIVERY L1NL

C&L 'Phone 9

Drivers

CHAS.CLOSSON

Don Caspar Ave.

Fnrnistei

4

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

"""SSi?-- "

- -

Assorted Violet Waters

DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

:-

-:

New York.

TheFe&iiera

VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213
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THIS SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SAN f A FE, N. M.
him first lieutenant of the
First United States Volunteer Cava!
ry, which was afterwards known as
Roosevelt's Rough Riders, the captain of the troop being Colonel Jack

ONE WAY OUT.
A

Resident

I appointed

of Santa Fe Show
Way.

CANDIDATES

the

ON REPUBLICAN

TICKET.
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They won't cure it.
Backache means sick kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
kidneys.
Santa Fe people back them up.
Read a case of it:
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
half years ago I gave a public statement telling of my experience with
Dona's Kidney Pills.
They completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
months.
When I stooped or brought
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
fceverely and there were various
other difficulties which convinced me
that my trouble came from disordered
1
Kidneys.
tinauy usea jjoan s rviu
ney Pills and they brought prompt

relief.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(Pecos Forest.)
October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866,
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14,
SE
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of
Nov. 1911.
, Claimant names as witnesses:
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of
Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
4
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Register.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican PrintinsCom-pany- :
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1 ; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Cods
$6; the two for $10.
Pleadings,

GEORGE CURRY,
Of Lincoln, Candidate for Congress.
to
wherever
say, that
at the post of danger or the
$ post of responsibility, he has made
X good and that is the highest enconium
X that can be bestowed upon any man.
Add to this that George Curry is InX
X tensely human,
that he Is progresX sive in thought and action, that he has
X been an aggressive fighter for stateX hood at home and at Washington, and
X the following
pronounced
eulogy
X upon him by one of his predecessors,
X
Miguel A. Otero, on FebX ruary- 24, 1910, and reproduced from
X the Albuquerque Morning Journal, will
X have to suffice for the purposes of this
X sketch:
Praise By Otero.
X
"I can assure you all that I feel
X
X highly complimented when called upX on to make a few remarks commendaX tory of a friend, but tonight I feel parX ticularly honored in being called upon to mention some of the many inX
in the life of our govX teresting traits
who Is with us
X ernor, George Curry,
here tonight, and who will no doubt
X
wonder who put me on his trail.
X
Suffice

X

Age, 49 years.
Born in Louisiana.
X
Father died when George
Si was four.
Mother died when George
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws X
of New Mexico. 1889. 1991 and 1903, X was seventeen.
Lived in Co.orado as a boy.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25; X
Lived at Dodge City. Kansas.
full leather
i. Sheriff's Flexlbli X
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.36; X until 1S79.
Came to Fort Stanton in
New X
two er mere books, $1 each.
Sf'xico Surreme Court Reports, Nos X 1879.
Worked on cattle ranch as
and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com X
X cowboy.
pilatlea Corporation La.vs, 75 e.
Clerked in post trader's store
Moaey'i X
Mining Laws, 0 c
X at Fort Stanton.
full
Now
of
tfwiw
Reports,
digest
Hotel clerk at Trinidad, Col- keen. tRt- - full list eckeal blanks. X
X orado, in 1882.
In Raton 1882 to 1885.
After exposure and when you feel X
Returned to Lincoln in 1885.
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey X
Manager cf store at Lincoln.
and Tar Compound. It checks and re--, X
Deputy collector and treas- lleves. Use no substitute. The gen--' X
nine in n vpllow naekase always. For X urer Lincoln county 1885 to
1886.
; X
sale by all druggists.
X
Elected
probate clerk in
Com-fllatio-

X placed,

POTATO

!

Tte Wtoviax

GlXCa

Fleming of Silver City. Just before the completion of the squadron.
Colonel Fleming, owing to deaths in
his family, was relieved from duty
and I appointed George Curry as captain of the troop. At the close of the
Spanish war Captain Curry returned
to the territory and settled in that
section which is now known as Otero
county, and in 1899 when that county
was created I appointed him as the
first sheriff of that county, although
at that time, he was opposed to the
party I was representing. He was not
a candidate for the office at the time;
it was a clear case of the office hunting the man.
Heavy Responsibilities in Philippines.
"George Curry did just what he
promised me he could do; he did it
quickly, and then resigned to accept
a commission from President McKin-ley- ,
as first lieutenant in the 11th U
S. Vol. Cavalry, and sailed for the
Philippines, where he made good in
every position he held, from lieutenant, captain, chief of police of Manila
and as governor of many of the islands in the Philippines, and finally he
continues his success as governor of
this great territory, which we hope
will soon be a state.
Hagerman Had Split the Party.
"I have landed him here in Santa
Fe, where he was inaugurated on the
8th day of August, 1907. The governor's position at that time was not altogether a bed of roses, as he had.
prior to that date, always affiliated
with the Democratic party in this territory, and besides, the Republican
party was somewhat disturbed, in fact
Governor Curry found himself
up
against the real thing at every turn
he took, but he was familiar with
hard knocks and mastered the situation, as he had often before, and today he is prepared to deliver a united
party, Instead of the condition of
chaos in which he found It.
George Curry has been his own
greatest enemy. Had he known himself as perfectly as others do, he
could have been a rich man today. As
It is, he retires a poorer man, so far
as this world's goods go, but a multimillionaire in friends.
Honest, Sincere, True, Faithful.
"I can say for George Curry, what
you all already know; he Is honest,
sincere, true, faithful to any cause he
espouses and above all, loyal to his
W.
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Convicts Are Not Reformed!
When They Serve Only
Short Terms.

I continued taking them and

take no other.

GO

and
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SOFT DRINKS : yow eracrs delivered.

These Were Naval Terms
Used On the Unfit
Turkish Navy

was not long before every symptom
of trouble had disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
centa. Foster-MilbuCo., Buffalo,

States.
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Only one way to cure a bad back.
Liniment and plasters may relieve
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KRICK,

Proprietor.
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ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

d Win-- to N'ow Mexican

London, October 21 The discussion
incident to the unpleasantness between Italy and Turkey of the
of the Turkish fleet has
recalled an unusual difflculiy experienced by the founders of the original
Ottoman Navy.
"They were hampered by the fact
that there were no words in the Tur- kish dictionary for the various ropes
and sails of the warships of that day.
An ingenious officer solved the problem by tying different vegetables to
the various roies and spars of the
ringing, and the sailors received orders to "Hoist the tomato!" "Let go
the potato!" until a more formal vo
cabulary could be supplied.
Novel as this procedure was. i was
not an innovation, as it was exactly
the method adopted by Almeida, the
Portuguese admiral and discoverer,
when he was outfitting a fleet for just
such a descent on the Turkish colony
of Mozambique as the Italians made
on Tripoli.
It was at the beginning of the six
teenth century, and Portugal still
lacked a navy, and the Portuguese
tongue was devoid of naval terms.
This fact did not daunt the doughty
Admiral Almeida, and, hanging up
strings of garlic and onions on the
port and starboard sides respectively,
of his ships, he instructed his helms
men to "garlic" or "onion" the helm
as necessity commanded.
Plead for Longer Prison Terms.
Prison
The report of the British
Commission just made public indicate that crime s on the decrease
in the kingdom as there is a fall of
14,000 in the number of prisoners.
short
The Commissioners denounce
sentences and plead for longer terms
with a view to successful reformatory
The report bears testimony
effects.
to the good moral effect of lectures
and concerts in the prisons.
Last Horse Omnibus Driver.
When Andrew Gibson, for thirty-seveyears, the driver of an omnibus
in London, throws down his reins
some night near the end of the pres-
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Gibson shakes his gray head sadly

"The Wst Point of th Southwest"
ever the prospect and declares that Ranked t7 United States War Dethe London of the motorbus and taxi-ca- partment as "Distinguished Instituis not as happy as the London of tion." Arm officers detailed by War
the days when people were content Department
He said: "When 1
to move slower.
Through Academic course, preparstarted driving folks seemed to have ing young men for college or business
X 1886.
more time and they were more con- life. Great amount of open air work.
EUROPEAN CAPITAL X Elected assessor.
tented.
Passengers of today never Healthiest location of any Military
X
Elected sheriff.
the time of day with School in the Union. Located in the
of
think
passing
A Lad of Eleven.
Furnished for attractive enterprises X
Elected to legislative coun- - X
the driver, or asking questions like beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
as
first
I
it
may
appear,
''Strange
lines
business.
of
in all substantial
X cil in 1894.
X knew
they used to do." At the heydey of of the West at an elevation of 3700
and met the governor at GranRailroads, fractions, Water & Elec- X
Gibson's career the two omnibus com- feet above sea level, sunshine
of council. X
Elected
president
1874.
in
He
the year
every
ada, Colorado,
tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Min- X
District clerk of fifth judicial X was
panies of London owned 31,000 horses. day, but little rain or snow during the
quite a lad, being at that time
ing, Agricultural & Industrial.
X district,
X about eleven
Down.
Hotel
Closes
Historic
season.
years of age. His mothBond, Debenture and Stock Issues X
Elected to council again in X er and brothers
were there, as well as
After an uninterrupted existence as Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
X 1896 by 1435 majority.
X his uncles and
a hostelry for over a century and a all graduates from standard eastern
aunts; they were conProperties purchased for European X
Helped to establish military X tracting In the building of the AtchiBond colleges.
on New
Ten buildings, throughly
half, Long's hotel
exploitation and investment.
X institute at Roswell.
X son,
street has closed Its doors. In name furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Topeka and Santa Fe railroad,
Financial .Undertakings of all sorts X
X
of
Appointed regent
which was then extending its lines
Military
at least it was one of the oldest hotels In all respects.
bandied.
X Institute.
X towards the territory of New Mexico.
in London.
It was at Long's that
E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
REGENTS
Miscellaneous commissions anu on X
Captain of the rough riders. X
As a Cow Boy.
Byron and Sir Walter Scott met for
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
ders of all character! accepted for ex- X
Sheriff of Otero county 1899. X
dined
or
1815.
in
"He
"Even
last
time
at that young and tender age
the
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
ecution in any European country.
X
Went to Philippines as lieu- - X George had the
lunched with me," wrote Scott, "at
of
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Correspondence enclosing full de- X tenant in 11th U. S. volunteer X and in 1879, whenspirit a adventure,
I never
still
Long's hotel in Bond street.
boy, being
tails at first writing Invited.
and W. A. FINLEY.
X at that time but sixteen years of
X cavalry.
saw him so full of gaiety and good
For particulars and Illustrated
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE X
of
Mr.
to
X age, he journeyed to Lincoln county,
which
Promoted to captain.
the
presence
humor,
address:
Served as chief of police of X New Mexico. At that time the coun.
Matthews the comedian added not a
84 Mark Lane,1 London, England X
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
X ty of Lincoln was so large that it covlittle.
Poor Terry was also present."
X Manila.
The hotel Is frequently mentioned in
Served as governor of Samar X ered the entire southeastern portion
Superintendent
X
j
the literary memoirs of the day.
X and other Philippine provinces. X 'of the territory. While there, and
Rescued From Want.
WOOD' YS HACK LINE X Governor of New Mexico, X until the year, 1882, he worked on a
Joseph Verey, friend and courier of
X ranch doing any and all kinds of
X 1907 to 1910.
work that was usually undertaken by
Mark Twain during nine of the EuroXXXXXSk-XXXXXXXXXProm
the early cowboy on the open range
pean tours made by the American
Enters Politics.
humorist, has been rescued from want
EURRANCA TO TAOS
It is characteristic of most of the
by a society of professional humorists.
"Tiring of this life, he returned to
Meets Both North South candidates on the Republican state Trinidad,
where
he
Colorado,
Verey felt the pinch of poverty from
acceptO.
Bursum, all ed a position with the United States
ticket, from Holm
the loss of savings which had been
Bounds Trains.
'along the line, that they assumed the hotel in the
unwisely invested, and he was in acyear 1882, and remained
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of man's part m the battle of life while there until the
discovered in obtual want when
following year, when
were
life
bound
of
train
at
still
and arrives
The
the north
boys.
they
he again took up his residence In this
scure London lodgings by a local paHere's the shoe you have been reading so much about
Taos at 7 p. m.
George Curry reads like a romance; territory, locating at the town of
his
When
in the magazines the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
per's respresentatlve.
Ten miles shorter than any other he is the stuff that frontier heroes are Raton. George remained In Raton unof
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
plight was made public a number
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
way. Good covered- - hacks and good made of. He has not yet turned the til the year 1885, when he returned friends.
admirers of Mark Twain interested
and
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
"It certainly is a pleasure, In behalf themselves in his behalf and secured
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams fifties
yet the Incidents, the to his first love, southern New Mexoboe now in town and ready for your inspection
furnished commercial men to take In achievements, the wide sweep of his ico, engaging as chief clerk and dep- of you who are present, as well as him a position as lecturer to a local
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo activities, would make a biography of uty collector and treasurer under those who could not be here on this society for the encouragement of huWonders for Lively Boys
Intense interest that would fill a book, Jimmy Dolan, who was a power in occasion, to present to him this tok- mor.
8tation.
Scoots" are the "classiest" shoes ever
en
"Boy
of
affection
love
and
for the Just prior to his late misfortune,
your
that section during those days.
made for rout;h and tumble wear. They outwear
man, and in closing I feel that I am the former courier was engaged
as
Many Public Trusts.
two or tnree pairs ot ordinary snoes. Just tae
ticKet tor Daseoau, running, jumping or
He remained in the employ of Dol- - but expressing the feeling of you all, pheasant raiser by King Alfonso of
any outdoor sport,
Doy wno Has
ian until the fall of 1888, when he ran when I say, as did Rip Van Winkle: Spain.
On one of the visits of the
Seen them is crazy for a pair.
'Here's
and
to
health
your
happiness, royal family to the hatchery, Verey
Colon
for, and was overwhelmingly, elected
10 tU!-$2.- 00
te
itA .lO Little Bo'-Smay you live long and prosper.' "
as probate clerk and recorder for
Olive, Taa
entertained them with stories of his
1 ta
Boyi'-October 24th
,1
and Black
county, which position he held
travels with the celebrated American
Bitten by a Tarantula.
until the following election in 1890,
He has an endless store
humorist.
Mrs. G. A. Adair, residing fourteen of recollections of his famous employwhen his party nominated and again
FAREWELL TOUR
elected him as assessor for Lincoln miles west of Pueblo, Colorado, was er.
He gave the following intereston the forehead by a tarantula ing account of Mark Twain's travel
county. In 1892 his party once more bitten
The soles are made from Elk Sole your stockings and hurt your feet.
tnar-r-Leather the toughest and best sole
called upon him and he was again
r'u!t r.f which she had a
"Boy Scouts" are the coolest and
habits:
most healthful shoes you could buy.
there is. Our secret process
leather
frr.n death. Mrs. Adair . "Mr. Clemens hardly ever talked to
elected, this time as sheriff of Lincoln
'scjpe
of tannage makes them wear from two
The
soles are put on so good you
PRESENTS
county. In 1894 his party again hon- .was at work in the yard, when, with- anyone. Once I traveled from Coloto three times as longas common soles.
can't pull them loose no matter how
out
a
shoe
at
And
the
best
could
huge
blm
you
spider sprang
warning
ored
they're
rough you are.
by nominating and electing
gne to Dresden with him, and he only
Just tell your folks abont them, boys.
get for your feet, too. They're made
him as a member of the council from her head. She felt the sting and spoke about two words to me. What
for
growing feet and feel They'll want you to have a pair.
especially
the 9th district, consistine of Grant. knocked the insect from her. Dr. I was instructed to do, was to enfine the minute you put tbem on. The
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
Ask him to bring you in and look at
Dona Ana, Lincoln, Chaves and Eddy Herbert A. Black of Pueblo was sum- - gage the other people in the compartuppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
as
as
are
soft
and
There
them himself. He'll be just as de-gloves.
counties, and later, when the legisla- moned and rushed to the ranch In ment in conversation and ask them
are no linings to rip apart, tear
Aiguicu as you are.
Mrs. Adair was in a ser- about everything.
ture met at Santa Fe, he Was further his auto.
Mr. Clemens used
In the Greatest Dramatic Success
The to sit and listen.
honored by being the choice of his ious condition when he arrived.
party and elected president of the 'entire upper portion of her body had "He must have had a wonderful
with everv nnirnf"Rnv
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. Looks something
council. After the adjournment of turned black as the result of the po- memory.
We used to go to museums
'
like the picture io the corner of this ad, only it is bright
He worked for six hours over for hours. He would not say a word,
the legislature, he was appointed ison.
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
clerk of the fifth United States dis- (the woman before she was pronounc-le- but he would listen while I asked
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
of
out
condanger.
trict court, the apointment being
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away:!
questions and engaged people in
you don't you'll have to. wait until we can send for cor.
made in 1895. He resigned however, In
versation.
And a Notable Company of Players
vo.
a
the year 1896 to again respond to the Foley's Kidney Remedy
Hopeless "I never heard him make a Joke,,
THE
Case.
call of his friends, accepting the nomHe
not even with his own family.
JOHN PFLUEGER, SHOEMAN
St. Leon Family of Bare Back Riders and Gymnasts
ination for the territorial council, to Hon. Ark. J, E. Freeman says: "I never made one with me. The nearest
u
which position he was once more had a severe case of kidney trouble approach he got to one was in a let
A REAL CIRCUS ON .THE STAGE
b3
and could not work and my case ter to me about the uncertainties of!
elected.
,
As Rough Rider.
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of his plans. , He wrote : 'Ifs are bad We have Just received
large shipment made for
"When the war with Spain was de- Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and prophets.'
$1.00,
$2.00
He Fall and Winter wear with extra heavy double soles
clared, .George Curry was among the t have never been bothered since. I "He was a great listener.
eat tali Opene Saturday, October ...ft at The Fiaetier Drue. Store
very first to respond. I waa gorernor always recommended It." For sale by
BUTTON
LACE.
at that time and well remember when all drts!eta
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The New Mexican was under the
impression that W. C. McDonald was
the second choice of the Democratic
convention for governor, but is pained to learn that he was really third
choice and such a third choice! The
Trinidad Chronicle News after seeing
Paz Valverde, Democratic nominee for
Congress, declares: "The Democratic
nomination for governor was offered
him on a silver platter but he refused
it."
Refused by Paz Valverde and
then handed to W. C. McDonald!
What will the British stockholders
say when they hear of it?

i

EQUAL RIGHTS SQUARE

GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ATTORNEY
B.
PUBLIC
ANDREW
OF
INSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN-TY- ;
EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY;
COUNTY.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT E DWARD C. ABBOTT, SANTA
FE

due-;almo-

One.)

Many Meetings.
In the party were Governor George
Curry, candidate for congress, and J.
D. Sena, of Santa Fe. The day was
spent between Roswell and Carlsbad.
Meetings wereVheld at Dexter, Hager-man- ,
Lake Arthur, Artesia, Dayton,
and Lakewoodr during the day. The
party was met at Artesia, the first
stop in Eddy county by M. S. Groves,
candidate for member of the corporation commission; Thomas J. Sanford,
C. M. Richards and A. M. Hove. The

old-tim- e

-

DEAL.

amend the constitution in such a way
as to throttle reclamation progress.
Bursum Party at Carlsbad.
Carlsbad, N. M., Oct. 21. A large
and intelligent audience greeted H. O.
Bursum at the new People's theater
last night. He was introduced by L.
O. Fullen, who laid stress on the necessity of exercising great care in
selecting the first set officers for
the new state, as on them devolves
the duty of setting the ship of state
in the right course.
Mr. Bursum
gave a clear and concise outline of
the policies of the Republicans of the
state. He stated in detail his platform, favoring conservative and economical administration of the government of the new state, more and better schools, industrial training in the
public schools, better roads, state aid
in promoting investigations for extending irrigation, especially as underground waters, conservative handling of the state lands for the best
interest of the schools. He also took
up the attacks made on himself by
men opposed to him and gave a full
and clear statement of his connection
with the penitentiary. He also called
attention to the varied resources of
the new state and pledged himself if
elected to give every part of the state
his best service to promote rapid development. The audience gave Mr.
Bursum close attention and were
pleased to have seen and heard this
man that has been so closely identified with the progress of New Mexico
for the past thirty years,
Clancy's Address.
The next speaker, Frank W. Clancy,
dwelt on national issues and laid
stress on the fact that New Mexico
needs protection to insure proper
development of its many resources.
He also gave a concise explanation
of the amendment to the constitution
to be voted on at the coming election.
The Splendid band of Carlsbad furnished music and the Bursum Glee Club
gave several numbers.
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THE TICKET.

never-chang-

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1911.

EVIDENCE
AGAINST BAPTIST MINISTER.

offices.

precinct.
It is now apparent that only three
tickets will be in the lield: The Republican, the Fusion and the Socialist, but even with only three tickets,
there will be more than a thousand
candidates in the twenty-sicounties.
Naturally, the returns irom the cities
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
will be first to arrive and from these,
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY. in such instances as Roswell, Clovis,
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO. Carlsbad,' Deming, Silver City, the
first reports may have a decidedly
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
Democratic tint, although large ReSYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER

a

M.

to capture two out of sixteen 6tate CIRCUMSTANTIAL

THE ELECTION RETURNS.
Remembering that in addition to sixteen state officers and the blue ballot,
ten officers in each county, river
commissioners in several of the counmembers of the legties, seventy-fou- r
and
islature, eight district judges
eight district attorneys must be voted
for on November 7, it is certain that
election returns will be slow in being
compiled and that 4 may be forty-eighours after the polls close before
it will be definitely known what the
detailed result is in each county.
Some of the polling places are forty
to fifty miles irom the nearest telegraph or railroad station, and this will
add to the uspense in case any contest should be close.
But precinct chairmen can do much
to facilitate the compilation of returns by arranging beforehand to telephone, telegraph and mail the returns from their precinct, the moment
In fact, for the
they are compiled.
head of the ticket, an advance bulletin should be sen.t in as soon as the
vote for governor is compiled.
In the larger precincts, it will take
all night to count the vote and to verify it, and it might not be amiss for
the two territorial committees to devise some uniform method of counting
and to supply each polling place with
convenient tally sheets and blank reports. While this may seem immaterial, yet the popular interest in the
returns will be so great, as to justify making provision for the earliest
possible receipt of returns from each

publican gains will be made even in
those Democratic centers, but the bulk
of the Republican vote is cast in the
districts and precincts from which the
returns will come in more slowly.
The New Mexican refers to this so
early in the campaign, because its experience in previous campaigns has
been that the returns on election night
are generally too fragmentary and too
inaccurate to serve as' a basis of an
election night forecast and it is well
remembered that in the last two delegate elections, end even in county
elections, it was three or four days
after election before the result was
If that was the
ATTORNEY FIRST DISTRICT
ALEXANDER READ, RIO definitely known.
case with only one official to be electARRIBA COUNTY.
ed, what will it be with a thousand
candidates in the field unless precinct
THE WARNING OF THE WISE AND confessed a Democratic leaaer yester- chairmen receive instructions about
GOOD MEN.
day. "We have a bare chance of carry- sending the returns in good time, and
The declaration of Archbishop Pita-va- l ing a second, but the other six are so are prompt to obey them?
Republican, that we have nomagainst the "Blue Ballot" printed solidly
A MOTLEY PIRATE CREW.
inated no judicial ticket in two of
in
on
line
the first page, is
today
As the New Mexican has pointed out
and have no hope of electing our
them,
with the utterances of Cardinal Gib- ticket in the other four. It is too bad before, the Progressives are sailing
bons and Archbishop Ireland recent- that we fooleu away the.slight chances under false colors.
They are not
ly, that the great need of the republic we had of success by selling our prin- progressives. They are reactionary
ranging in doctrine and
is stability. Every interest has suf- ciples for the sake of a barter with
few men without any principles who political faith from Hilario L. Ortiz
a
fered lately and the very life of the
called themselves Progressive Repub- to Richard H. Hanna, from David Gonzales to Levi Hughes,
republic has been imperiled by vaga- licans."
from M. A.
Otero to George H. Van Stone, and
ries born in foreign countries where
from George Washington Prichard to
GUARD AGAINST ELECTION
atheism and immorality are sweepJesus
Romero. As President of the
FRAUDS.
ing like a pest over the people. Bishop
The Roswell Morning News is the New Mexico Progressive League, JesWilliam A. Quayle of the Methodist
us Romero, is indeed a fitting repreGloomy Gus among the Democratic
Episcopal chiurch, in Albuquerque yellow journals.
It has been filled sentative of the whole motley pirate
last month made a similar declaration with dark forebodings for its party crew, a composite so to sneak, of all
and the Albuquerque Morning Journal right from the start. It must be said the hankering after office and of all
that it is justified in these fore tne weird professions of political virreported it as follows:
Its latest moan calls upon tue that sway the Progressives. The
bodings.
ad"Bishop William A. Quayle in
the "stay at home" vote in Chaves escape of twelve convicts from the
dressing a large audience in the Lead county to rush to the rescue of the jail at Old Albuquerque at one lick,
and which included several of the
Avenue Methodist church Thursday Democratic ticket,
although it knows
night, expressed himself squarely in full well that there is no such vote. most desperate criminals, caught
after great effort and expense, is still
opposition to the initiative and refer- "Come to the polls for this once only," fresh in the
memories of the tax payit
in
cries
anbut
under
this
anguish,
conendum; in favor of the
The Albuquerque Herald speaks
guish, the New Mexican fears, there ers.
vention for the nomination of candi- is an invitation for the
of the county jail as a "filthy jail that
committing
dates for office; he declared that of election frauds.
The Republicans would disgrace the name of a barbarSheriff Jesus Romero
woman suffrage would not hasten pro- must watch sharply to prevent such ous nation."
presided over the sheriff's convention
hibition; and that the constitution frauds at the November election as at the last
the Democrats
legislature, that lobbied
themselves charge
leaves the field open for a square fight
were committed at the Democratic for still bigger fees for sheriffs and
on prohibition; and that nothing more
primaries in various eastern Demo- succeeded in getting a slice out of
should be desired by the prohibition- cratic counties.
This is the cry from tne public although not as big a slice
as he pleaded for. This may be
Macedonia
as
uttered
ists.
by the News:,
but it is the kind of
"The
News violates no confidence
the
at
bishop in
least,
"Inferentially,
that
that there is not a county retrogressive progressiveness
saying
declared against the 'blue ballot' nominee on the Democratic
ticket who has made the crawfish proverbial and
the
whole
crowd
of nroeressives
amendment, when he said, 'what we would not willingly sacrifice his own
want is a stable constitution, not election for the sake of the success of ridiculous in the eyes of the public.
The News further
one that can be tinkered by every tin the State ticket.
no
The splendid ticket nominated-b- y
tinkerer who happens to want to tin- violatesis a confidence when it states
the
that
it
lamentable
fact
there
that
Republicans in Bernalillo county
ker something.' "
has never been anything approximat- has done much to simplify the situa
ing a full Democratic vote out at any tion not only in that county but
election since the organization of the throughout the state. Tt assures that
TOO MANY JONAHS ON BOARD.
e
These
county.
voters the Republican maioritv in th Rtato
Only two more weeks of campaign- are needed now as never
before, and will exceed 10,000 and that Bernalillo
ing, but Republican victory looms lar- our county candidates will do their county will be safely moored in the
ger and larger with each day. A care- utmost in inducing them to come to Republican column bv a bier maioritv
It is admitted that it took some self- the polls for this once."
ful poll and estimate made toda
denial to nominate so good a ticket,
shows that the Republican counties
The Democratic
bosses begged because in all parties, the men who
will give a majority of 14.C00 for the
head of the Republican tWct and Marcelino Garcia and Francisco Del- work hardest to secure delegates are
the Democratic counties 3,t00 major- gado of Santa Fe to take the nomina- not always those best fitted for office,
ity for McDonald, leaving a clean ma- tion for state auditor during the but the Bernalillo county ticket was!
jority of 11,200 for the Republicans. state convention, but both were can- nominated by the County convention;
The collet p? of the Democnclc cain-p- ny enough to decline the lemon. They wltn only an eye to the fitness of the
finally put on Francisco A. Manzana-res- , candidates and the success of the
g.i :s evident on every side. The
Jr., imagining that the name of party principles. Here is a lesson to
frantic effort to pull off Francisco A. a
great father would cover up the Santa Fe county Republicans which
Manzanares and substituting Frank
unfitness of his namesake son. But they might do well to emulate on
Delgado as candidate tor state audiwere mistaken. The candidate's Monday.
It is true, the party in
tor, proves that the Democrats are they
habits and capacity were too well Santa Fe county is united, is certain
convinced that they nad a Jonah on
of victory but it can greatly increase
known to fool even the
board. They have thrown
Jonah
backwoods Demo- their majority by nominating only the
overboard but the tempest still rages, crats.
Therefore the change at this best fitted and most respected men
the boat still leaks and it must dawn late moment from Manzanares
to Del- for county office.
on A. A. Jones, et al., that it is not gado. It must be admitted
Delthat
only one Jonah but sixteen big Jonahs gado has strengthened the ticket at
Says the Albuquerque
Morning
and several little Jonahs, who are one of its weakest
but it is Journal in speaking of the big Burpoints,
to
rotten
the
craft
the
abys- also certain that Frank will be sorry sum meeting at Roswell.
sending
mal depths of Salt River.
"The surprise of the evening came
that he listened to the siren voice
The very fact that the Democrats that caused him to be so foolhardy when James M. Hervey, former attorhave made no judicial nominations n as to consent to run against William ney general and leader of the insurG. Sargent for state
He gents in the recent primary squabble
auditor.
, the first and seventh districts comconprobably took the nomination because appeared as chairman of the meeting
a
is
six
of
large counties,
posed
fession of weakness that signifies it was considerably marked down in and introduced all the speakers (including H. O. Bursum), lauding thera
more than words can tell. Their or- price since October 3.
to the skies."
JourtheMorning
gan
Albuquerque
The Journal will be treated to
Haserman
that
admits
ever
in
hysterics
nal, which has been
the Democratic
administra many more surprises, which are not
since the Republican state convention, tion was rotten. Thornton
Of course, his Dem surprises at all, for the only surprisis now having epilepsy and is throwing' ocratic allies
may not like this, but ing part is that any Progressive Recounsince
the Republican
fits hourly
he was frank enough to declare from publican should go into the Demoty convention at Albuquerque on the platform at Raton this week, that cratic camp. Men of the intelligence
Thursday eliminated the last hope "the credit for the imDrovement in and ability of 'James M. Hervey. do
had of the financial condition of New Mexico not desert their
that the Democrat-Fusionlst- s
party for a mongrel
was
carrying Bernalillo county.
st
entirely to former hybrid crowd, like that now sailing
"We are sure of only one of tb Governor Otero," who at that time under progressive colors, and who bargained away their principles la order
eight judicial diatricta," mournfully was a Republican.

S.

meeting at Artesia was largely attended. One interesting feature was
the filing in of the school children
around; the speaker's stand during
Mr. Bursum's address. He made a
hit with the children in his talk to
them.
There is much, regret in the Pecos
valley thta Mr.-- Bursum did not have
time to visit several important places.
Hope sent a large delegation to Artesia to invite Mr. Bursum. The Plains
country is also anxious to hear and see
the most talked of man in the state.
Inspection of Irrigation System.
Samuel Adams, first assistant secretary of the interior, F. H. Newell, director of the reclamation service, and
W. M. Reed, the district engineer for
New Mexico, spent the entire day
yesterday in the inspection of the
Carlsbad project. In the morning they
saw the reservoirs at McMillan and
Avalon and inspected the improvements now under way and considered
further improvements that may be
to the advantage of the project. Later in the day they went over the
canals and paid especial attention to
points where seepage is excessive.
The officers of the water users' association were in attendance. The water
users were also given an opportunity
to present any grievance that any one
might have or offer suggestions for
improvements. The matter of enlarging the project was gone over carefully the matter being presented by
a committee of water users.
The party le"ft for El Paso in a special to Pecos. The Indian commissioner will join the party later and
some time will be spent on the reservations in Arizona investigating irrigation matters now under consideration.
.

I

Held in Jail in Boston on Charge of
Having Poisoned His Former Sweetheart.

-

'ni'
Los

Proceedings.

' jus-

ct

Vive to New Mexican)

In a
Angeles,
letter to Mrs. Clara Shortridge Foltz,
head of one of the Suffrage clubs that
conducted the rsceat campaign, Attorney General Webb declares that
woman must tell their real ages when
'
they register to vote..
more
are
than
Merely saying they
twenty-onwill not do, Webb asserts,
end according to Mrs.: Foltz, if a woman does not tell her real age when
se registers, her vote can be challenged and the voter subjected to
criminal proceedings.
Calif., Oct. 21.

e

FRANCIS HENDRIKS GVVE
RECITAL AT CONVENT.
Francis Hendriks, the American
pianist and composer of note, gave a

recital this afternoon at Loretto academy for the delight of the good Risters
and the music pupils. Mr. Hendriks
ascertained this, afternoon that the
convent girls could not attend the performance at the Elks' tonight so he
kindly played a few numbers of his
program for the pupils who thorough;
ly enjoyed them.

How Abo,ut That Fire Insurance?:

Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Oct. 21 Rev. Clarence V.

T. Richeson, pastor of the Immanuel
Baptist Church of Cambridge,' awoke
today somewhat refreshed, to begin
his first full day in the county jail,
where he is to remain until Tuesday,
October 31. The identity of the person who dined with Miss Linnell last
Sunday evening is a matter of vital
interest and are being inquired Into.
Chief Dugan claims to have learned
that Mr. Richeson dined last Saturday
at the home of Mrs. Frank R. Riley of
Somerville, a member of the Immanuel Baptist Church.
According to the pelice; Mrs. Riley
has said that on this occas'on, Richeson threw himself on a couch and ex
claimed that he had lost a dear friend
ana that she had died of convulsions
The police wish to know how the
minister knew this friend died of convulsions.
The police also are working on the
statements made by John F. Danskin
of Cambridge, that his wife heard
Richeson telephoning to Miss Linnell
at the Young Women's' Christian Association building to meet him Saturday.
Richeson remains cool and reticent.
He has made no statement, says Chief
Inspector Dugan.
Resigned His Charge.
Boston, Mass., oct. 21. Richeson
-

this afternoon resigned as pastor of
immanuel Church.
Moses G. Edmands, father of Riche-son'- s
fiancee, called at the jail this
af ternoon and had a long talk with the
prisoner. Mr. Edmands reiterated his
belief in the innocence of the prisoner.

'";

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!

:

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS,
m

-

:

-

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

;':

-

,

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
Wj solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Specifications, Etc.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
33166.

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
'
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE

I
KNOW
R

-

..'
AVIATOR RODGERS
STRANDED NEAR AUSTIN.

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe. '

Fowler Traveling Mile a Minute Over
Robinson Is
California
i
Taking a Rest.

l25e.MRS.W;UNDHARDT,sZ

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
,
Austin, ,Tex., Oct. 21. Cal. P.
the aviator, was stranded fifteen
miles south of Austin today in tho
midst of a wet Texas "norther'' witl.
the probability that he would not be
able to continue his flight today. U
When his engine failed yesterday.
Rodgers was flying at a height' oi
3,500 feet, but as there was rolling
prairie all around, he was able to
make a successful landing, and, barthe aviaring rather a bad shake-up- ;
tor is alright.
His mechanicians have installed a
new engine in his machine.
v
A Mile a Minute.
Pomona, Calif., Oct. 21. Flying at
an estimated altitude of 3,500 feet.
Aviator Fowler passed oyer this city
at 10:55 o'clock. Pomona is" little
more than thirty miles from Pasadena. Fowler1 was traveling;1 it mile" a
.
minute.
r.
Aviator Robinson Rests.
Davenport, Iowa, Oct. ' 21. Aviator
Hugh Robinson, who yesterday ; flew
from Dubuque to Rock Island on his
trip from Minneapolis to New Orleans
rested today and devoted his time to
which
repairing his
Rod-gers-

;.;

DO YOU ENJOY THAT THIRD ?

,

--

j

:

,

.

hydro-aeroplan-

has a leaky tank.

t

:

of a person's life is spent in bed, and that third
should be well spent. A good bed will make your sleep comfortable
and easy. We have many styles, priced from $3.00 to $45.00.
One-thi-

rd

""

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

KANSAS OFFICIALS SEIZE
TWO CARLOADS OF BEER.

Injunctions Issued Against Business
i
Houses Holding Federal
Licenses.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

j

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Wichita, Kans., Oct. 21 John &
Dawson, attorney general for-- Kansas,
and C- - W- - Trickett, assistant attorney
general, seized two carloads of bottled beer in the railroad yards last
night. It was unloaded and stored by
deputy sheriffs. Names of the con
signees could not be learned. This
morning, Mr. Dawson obtained through
the district court of Sedgewick county, fifteen injunctions againfet business
buildings where the occupants hold
government liquor licenses. The issuance of the fifteen injunctions and
the seizure of the beer are a part of
the campaign against liquor selling
the state officials have begun in
.

Wichita.

UNCLE SAM MAY
SEND TROOPS TO CHINA.

ance of its schedule, which called for WAGON ROAD TO MESA
VERDE NATIONAL PARK.
an approximate increase of ten per
cent, but we did not give it serious
consideration and its members went Heretofore the Mancos Cliff Dwellings
back to Kansas City without any def,. Could be Reacned Only
J
inite agreement " by Trail.
;
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican"
GENUINE LOVE MATCH
Washington, 0. C, Oct. 21. A wagCULMINATES IN WEDDING.
on road has been built from Mancos,
Thirteenth Child of Family of Twenty-thre- Colo., to within seven miles of Mesa
Verde National Park, in which the
Led to Altar By Arch'
ruins of the cliff Dwellers aTe located.
Duke.
it Is believed tha the road will be
d
next year. Heretofore, the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Oct. 21. The Archduke ruins have been reached only over a
Vienna,
Karl Franz Joseph'' and Princess Zita trail.
of Parma were married today in the
Castle at Schwarzau, lower Austria, MEXICAN BANDITS
HAVE
in the presence of the emperor and the
RAIDED CIUDAD JUAREZ.
king of Saxony.
,f.
- The
bridegroom will one day beMarching on Casas Grandes
and
come emperor-kinof Austria-HungarThreaten to Loot Mormon
He is the elder son of the late
Colony There.
Archduke Otto and a great nephew
of the Emperor Franz Joseph. He Is
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
also the nephew of the Archduke Franz (By
El Paso, Texas,, Oct. 21. Cases
Ferdinand, heir presumtive to the Grandes is threatened by attack from
throne. As the latter made a mor bandptsi
according to telegrams' reganatic marriage with the Princess ceived bji Major Francisco Miranda,
Hohenberg and renounced all rights commander of the military garrison at
of succession on her behalf and other that
place now in Ciudad Juarez yeschildren, the Archduke Karl-- , Franz terday and were marching on Casas
Josef is next in the line of succession. Grandes to loot the
Mormon colony
"
Princess Zeta is the thirteenth child there.
of the late Duke Roger of Parma and
his second wife, Marie Antonio, PrinWHEAT ADVANCED AGAIN
cess of Portugal.
ON TODAY'S MARKET.
She was born on May 9, 1892, and
has 23 brothers and sisters. ' She is
Wire to New Mexican)
a remarkably handsome brunette. The (By Special Leased
Chicago, Oct. 21. Despite weekend
marriage is said to be a genuine love profit taking wheat advanced today,
match. The archduke is 25 years old December
net higher at
closing
er than his bride.
102
e

com-iiiete-

;

g

Every Preparation Is Being Made at
Manila to Dispatch a
Large Force.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Manila, Oct. 21. Local merchants
received anvice from the naval authorities today to seliver at. once all
food supplies which have been contracted for in behalf of the marines
stationed here.
It was announced chat this assemblWOMEN MUST TELL
ing of supplies was a precautionary
AGE TO REGISTER. measure in view of the
possibility
that he
force would be disIf She Does Not Tell Truth She May
patched for emergency duty in the
Be Subjected to Criminal
foreign concessions at Hankow.
(P-

:

That the naval authorities regard
the present disturbance in China as
likely to be of long duration is indicated by the fact that the Col-ie- r
which sails this week for
WORKED TWELVE YEARS
Shanghai, took ammunition for a long

TO PAY FOR FUNERAL.

campaign.
WAGE DISPUTE ON
5
,A
-- ROCK ISLAND
LINES.

Japanese Youth at Last Is Able
Gratify Last Wish of His
'
Father.
.

to

Profit taking depressed corn, but
the close was firm, jecember 1 c
lower at 66
v Oats
were firm, December closing
c
up at 48
Provisions w&re easy at the close.
January optioatlclosed at follows:
Pork, 15.80; larft 9.07
ribs,
ft
a
Q 00
1--

f

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Fresno, California, Oct. 21. After
i
working for twelve years as.apom-mo'" '
::".'
laborer that his dead father's last
wish might be gratfled, S. Okuna, a TEN THOU8AND DOLLAR
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) local Japanese, Is arranging to accomJEWELRY ROBBERY.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 21. Wee Presfc pany the remains of Y. Okuno back
dent F. O. Melcher, of the Rock Isl- to
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Japan.
and lines, today declared that. the new
Chicago. Oct. 21. Mrs. Warren Fair-The father died twelve years ago and
wage schedule offered the shopmen, asked his son, then a mere youth, to banks of Chicago, social leader and
who are taking a strike vote,- - would take his remains back to his former wife of the son of former Vice Presinot affect the earning power of the home.
dent Fairbanks, reported to the police
men.
;
The father left no money and since today that e bag containing Jewels
"It was charged that in this, sched- that time the son has worked con- worth $10,000 had been taken from
ule which we presented to the shop- stantly in the vineyards and has at her on. a Pullman car enroute from
men's committee, the overtime was last earned enough to pay the. price' Boston to Chicago a week ago.
abolished," he said. "This is Untrue. of removing the body. He will secure1
"Our scale Is the same as the old one. passage on a steamer which sails for
Try a New Mexici
"
The committee demanded the accept- - Japan next Wednesday.
'brings results.
Overtime Is Not Abolished by Compromise Offered by Vice Pre;
ident Melcherv---

1--

"'

bU'Sv-

1

.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1911.

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

Does a General Banking

BE

Business

;

Cashier,

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

Just Received
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT

IB'

I

UNDERWEAR
FOR

Suits

up-to-d- ate

SWEATERS

P. O. Box, 219.

:

Phone 49 Main

Cimar-

j

Parlor Market
and Grocery
KANSAS
CORN-FE-

!

"Tie Beauty

For the fashionably attired woman we show
many beautiful articles of Neckwear now so
greatly sought by good dressers.

Phone 49 Main

;

He is stopping at

nriMPANY

BROS
:

:

fill I

UU1III
:

:

..

Phone 36

:

BARGAIN!

"i'c..

WJ

six-roo-

m

$1,000 Cash Will Handle Proposition.

t,o,1

vii uio t u j uui,n Hum laUB,

Frederick Porter of Denver, large
ly interested in irrigation projects
in northern New Mexico, is in town.
Charles E. Spader, a business man
of Bernalillo, arrived in the city yes- terday, and is at the Montezuma
hotel.
t,!
Mrs. B. S. Rodey, wife of J ldge B.
S. Rodey, is here from Albuquerque
V
visiting Mrs. William J. Mills at the
executive mansion.
w. e. Johnson, wen known as "Pus-- '

W. C. McDonald, Democratic candl-- ;
date for governor, was in the city yes- terday on his way south. He has
been campaigning in the north of the
""V: .
uory- VIla n,m was " llllara u'
J"
Ll,lel l'resldent of the League of Dem-- ;
ocraclc viiubs, ana a wen Known Wash
man.
mgton newspaper
.
,.
.i:u..
:."
American pianist and
' who:
hna ,nat finiolw,
. ..
.
.

-

'

'SScjSLt
.1

,',,

and

j

Gas-Roast-

O.C.WATSON & CO.

selected for de.
and
pendability, style
quality.
AlERCHANDSE.

ed

K

AND

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Phone, Red 189.

1

242 Lower Palace

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested InTHERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS, g
-

and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

H. C. YONTZ,

"S?

Staple

& Fancy

(Old

,

Sparks Ranch)

THE MASTER TAILORS.

thp Pnrlnt- - MnrLrot

Open May. 15th for the Fishing Season

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

Ycu can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Best of Food

Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
SIS a Week

Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY
HOT WATER

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the South
west, are also worth looking at.

BOTTLES

Is now. We have

just received
alargelinedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Telegraph

Gloriela

MULLIGAN & RISING,
,

0

?

c

s

Capes and Skirts

I

j

108 Palace Avenue
Phone, 130 Red.

W

Very Latest Styles Just Received.

K

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.

guarantee each and every Bot- tie we sell to last one year.

Carriage

Pure Hawaiian

i

,

Automobile

wxm

'

-

nut.,,,.,,,
btLlliMAN

rv..

AlWn
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improved

SONABLE PRICE ?

If so list with us.

WE HAVE THE CUSTOMER.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone

Insurance Agency.

&

Phone Black

Black No. 52

No. 229

Residence

g

J. P. Steed

LADIES'

ONE-PIEC-

DRESSES in the highest degree of style

E

YOUR IDEALS

& Son

'ok,
ww

Bii

i

1

1

S.

on Page Eight.

All Work Guaranteed.

Phcne, Red

REALIZED AT

1

iiiii

m

i

115

CO

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

7i

Listen Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
THE EYES. Our display rooms are
having it right where you are using it. It saves on your light bill and

if

!

SAVES

i

open tor your

inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

r5

2.

m

IIiTL,
Residence Property close in for sale at a REA-

(a
You pay tortHby

;

AN

Villi
I UU

HAVP

SIGN PAINTING
P.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

A

4

We

XXSXXXXXXXXSX

Continued

I

4

Welch's Grape Juice

'

Day and Night Phone.

I

4

XX

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks, J

4 i

i"

Elberta Peaches

Write Pecos

AND

X X X X X X X

S

XSXXXXXXXXXXXX

,

FURNITURE

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

i

home-comin-

'

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

BUTT BROS. CO.,

j

......

NOTHING BETTER.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

j

i

CO.

&

LAUQHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

,

Flour, Hay and Grain,

Pine Apple Juice
rt.i:i... n:i, di
tl.
iw

price-make-

'

god-fath-

DOLE'S

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

i

W. N. TOWNSEND

Woodmen Entertain.
J
Anout iuo memoers nnd friends of
4 K
Always Reliable
the. Santa Fe Camps of Modern Wood- DRUGGISTS
of America and the Royal Neigh-- j
bors of America gathered . In their
Phone, Red (61. NijhtPhone,Red58. J
lodge room on Tuesday evening for
their regular monthly social meeting.
The room was very prettily decorated,
gy the committee in charge in October colors, with shucks of corn and
SAFE QUALITY.
ripe pumpkins galore, taking all back
&
to the good old autumn days.
The programme of the evening conPAINTING
sisted of a piano selection by Ruth E.
Moore, recitation by Gladys Whittier.
reading by C. F. Kenen and solos by
A. J. Teare and Consul Clay of Las
Vegas Camp M. W. of, A. All were;
enjoyed to the utmost and then th
4.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
mvai. uciiwivusvi lti inns, roi- - nijai Part ot the programme was carrled out.
atable and Refreshing. A DeLACASSAGNE
PAUL
This being the first meeting since
cided Aid to Digestion.
305
San
Francisco
Street.
of two of the favorthe
'
He officers of the two camps, Banker
C. L. Bowlds of the Woodman Camp
JUST A FEW OF THOSE
and Miss Gertie. Jones,, now Mrs.
EXTRA FANCY
Bowlds, of the Royal Neighbors Camp,
they were called forward and present- ;ed with quite a number of useful and
LEFT.
j
carefully selected momentos.
Interesting games were played aftCARPENTERS
er which refreshments were served
The!
and the inner man satisfied.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
rest of the evening was given to talk
and song and all met the two out of ;
town guests, Deputy Head Consul
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
dell and consul of the Las Vegas
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
KAUNE
&
H.
camp.

Q,.

.inv

yvuiw

a

Where Prices are
LOWEST

Tnat further establish the prestige
r.
0f thiS store as a

WF flfiOTF VAITF

ut

No better guarantee to
ooffer than monev back if
the! not
satisfactory when you

ha1f f tha
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Drum arrived
here yesterday from Chicago. Mrs.
Drum is the daughter of Colonel Sell- ers of the Duke City and is verv Don-ular in social circles there. She was
accompanied here by Miss Hazel Cox,
one of the beautiful girls of Albu- Querque, and who- is popular both in
ner own cify and in Santa Fe society.
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
has returned from his campaign trip,
with Holm O. Bursum throughout!
eastern New Mexico and rendered',
yeoman service in making addresses
and also acting as interpreter where
A PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE
necessary. He is enthusiastic over
Avenue tfae outlook In the eastern county,
which will poll the largest Republican
Home Cooking
We bake our vote in their history.
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The Miss Theano, the beautiful Parisian
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless B'rl w&o ls touring North and South
pf price., flt 35 CENTS. Weekly or America, giving aesthetic and inter- Ijieuve uauces arrived in tne city last
monthly rates upon application.
night from Denver where she gave a!
v TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER
performance at the Broadway theater
W G. BUSH, Prop
Phone, Red 64 Saturday. She will be seen at the Elks'
theater tonight. From here she goes
to Albuquerque tomorrow and thence
direct to Topeka. Later she will tour;
'the large cities of South America,
Governor William J. Mills has left
GO El Paso where he attended the state-- :
KAUNE
H.
hood celebration in honor of New
Mexico and Arizona, and now is on his
;way to Las Vegas where he will er-- J
rive tomorrow to be
to the
son of District Attorney 4 C. W. G.
Ward. The governor will go from
Las Vegas to Mora, and then return
FOR
10 tne Meaaow city to attend the San
Miguel county convention.

S.

are filled with

Our shelves

CUSTOMER.

isii

COFFEE, 30c LB.

rJm

W. H. Hahn, the
Albu- querque businessman, and Mr. and
Mrs. F. E. Nuding, arrived last even
;
ing from $he Duke City.
Judge W.:R. McGin, candidate for
auorney general on me Democratic
ticket, is back from Cerrillos, where
he has been speech-makinCharles Springer, the well known at- torney and member of the Republican

vjaicia,
POULTRY

Forbes' Quality
and Steel-C-

,',

h

FrCSll-DreSSe-

a PERMANENT

FRUITS

j

reat Busoni, arrived last night at
Falace hotel to give a recital at the'dp- -l

6

m.

CTfW,,,ont

,Brpf,

Dnint (,rt-til.,, ru,1,i

Prices Range From 25c Up

the casual patron

rr:..u

,

LINE

cinating array.

Sausage,

e

COMPLETE

we have ever shown in
SILKS, LACES AND EMBROIDERIES.
The daintiest creations ever devised
for dress accessories in fas-

We aim to make

Lamb

Home-Mad-

MOST

STYLISH TIES AND BOWS

Price

i

INSURANCE

THE

and

D

Veal and

'lne

"lira

attire.

of

Quality

CITY

'

modern
FOR SALE brick residence,
well
barn5"
chicken
with
house,
located,
garden, fruit trees, etc.
A

Pricce, 2,700.

Our line embodies the most
minute style touches which are
essential to absolute correctness

Service

Sowna.i
DCCIj
Pork,
Mutton,
j

"

"

j

The New State

A

Saturday

Phone, 152 Red.

the Palace.

well-know-

U

"

ron, Colfax county.

&

AMAD0 GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Holm O. Bursum end
George Carry are expected to reach
Santa Fe next Friday a:'d will procee-- j
ou Saturday forenooa to Taos, if prs-ent plans are carried out.
II. Howard Hall, manager of the
Sherwood Music Bureau of Chicago,
is in the city accompanying Francis
Hendriks and Miss Thcano, who are
on a tour of North and South Ameri-- ;
ca.
Mounted Policeman J. W Collier is
J. G. McNary will entertain
here from Estancia.
!nor William J. Mills at the Harvey
H. Van Slyck, of the forestry serv
House at dinner upon his arrival from
ice, is here from Tres Piedras, Taos Santa Fe
Thursday evening. His staff
county.
will also be included in the invitation,
Miss True arrived yesterday from
El Paso Herald.
her Pajarito ranch near Espanola, Rio
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Arriba county.
iv,
""u """"J
U
Hire a Bnit his
n t
While in'
Tuesday.
to be at the bedside of her sister
Albuquerque, Mr. Jaffa was honored!
who is critically ill.
Don Felix Martinez, the "DemocratV""0!
e'ec,
,
ui mc
in W
v,uii.lci .m juuiui
tl,m-- ,
ih oifv

i

.

I
I

central committee, is here from

I

Groceries

and

Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday

HANDLES

-

Prices right. Also new
line of

SELIGIH

Say not, "The days are evil. Who's
to blame?"
And fold the hands and acquiesce
oh, shame!
Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in
God's name.
Be strong!
It matters not how deep intrenched
the wrong,
How hard the battle goes, the day
how long;
Faint not, fight on! Tomorrow comes
the song.
Selected.

n.or

in all colors, for Men, Women and Children
Don't fail to see them.

it

Fruits

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.

strong!

AND CAKE

j

& iBoys' Union

in all grades.
and

5v

ALSO

BREAD

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

;

OF

Ladies, Misses and Children
Men's

Dally.

CR FINE

MILLINERY

drift;

Be

'Established

I

FRESH

We have hard work to do, and loads
to lift;
Wash Embroidery. Silk D. M. C. Em-- !
Shun not the struggle face it; 'tis
broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
God's gift.

Your Patronage Solicited
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ed'' because the people of New Mext
co have so cruelly misunderstood
them. The members of the committee Democrats kindly attempted to
assauge their grief by the comforting
assurance that they (the comraitteel
i had perfect
confidence in the desire
of the New Mexicans not to delay
statehood.
It was a Kindness which
we fear the people of New Mexico will
not emulate.
As to Uncle Henrj
Blair, the last part of the record
quotes him as referring to the "insane frenzy" of New Mexico to be
come a state. He ,doprecates New
Mexico's unseemly haste. And, aftef
ail, it does look like rash heedless
ness to try to bolt into the Union in
the brief space of sixty years.

As she is termed, will endure bravely and
patiently
agonies w men a strong man would
way under.
The fact is women are more patient give
than they ought
to be under such troubles.
Every woman ought to know that she may obtain
the most experienced medical advice free of charge
end in absolute confidence and privacy by writing to
the World's Dispensary Medical Association, R. V.
Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y,
pierce
has been chief consulting physician of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., for
many years and has had a wider practical experience
in the treatment of women's diseases than
any other physician in this country.
s
His medicines are
for their astonishing efficacy.
The most perfect remedy ever devised for weak and deli

I.

world-famou-

cote women

is

IT

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

MAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICE WOMEN WELL.
The many and varied symptoms of woman's
set
peculiar ailments are
forth in Plain English in the People's Medical Adviser (1008 paCes), fully
a newly
revised and
Edition of which,
will, he mailed free on
receipt of 31
stamps to pay cost of mailing only. Address as above.

10 15
9 49.
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Convention.
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hot blast combustion, gives perfect control over the fire.
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ing Republican speech which was re
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ceived with the greatest enthusiasm
pm
At the conclusion of Mr. Johnson's
40onaeota at Oolfax wKii K. P. A S. W. fly, train both North and Soutb."X'
address, a speech was delivered bv
SStiw Tor Van Houten N'. M, race trains at Preston N.iM,"
Hon. George W. Armijo of Santa Pe,
It is so perfect in construction that fire keeps all night--It
,u, r.:i0niorn. m. M., at 9:00 .t. m,
dally excep
tor corporation commiscandidate
"
saves the gases wasted with other stoves.
mouuu
uaguaxe carried Iree.
I'.iinj
v.
triiin i!v lies .Hemes, ., M- for the south at 11;11 p. in. .'arrives from
sioner, who was in the audience.
The cost of the stove is saved in fuel. $5.00 worth of
tb
tb at 4:S8 a. in.
San Miguel County Democrats.
Mr. Armijo refuteu ine claim of the
primary for candidates on the Demosoft
coal, hard coal or lignite, or a $1.50 ton of slack or
The
1 C. DEDMAN,
San
of
Democrats
cratic ticket.
A veritable scandal Democrats of Republican defection in
Miguel
J. VAN HOUTEN,
M. WILLIAMS,
will do the work of twice the amount of fuel in
screenings
to
have decided
hold their county has developed with the result that Santa Fe county and he declared
Superintendent
V. P. & G. M..
that
G. P. Agent,
other stoves.
convention Wednesday, October 25 in great indignation
at the the Republican party is in better coa- prevails
Macltel's hall.
It is guaranteed to remain always air-tigcourse of some in their attempt to fix oition in Santa Fe county than for
which means
r.
that it is always a
things to suit certain parties fore- years. He referred in scathing terms
most in councils of that political to the desertion cf Gillie
Examine Cole's Original Hot Blast before
Another Richmond.
Otero, and
said that on November 7 Gillie
Avoid imitations which only look like the genuine.you buy
Colonel W. S. Hopewell of Sierra party, in Quay county.
Conditions are such the county cen- wouldn't know he was in the race. He
county, announces through the Rocky
Mountain News, that he is a candidate tral committee has drafted resolutions also brought the most encouraging reThe healer
fries tfeOO
WOOD-DAVI- S
for the United States, providing the condemning the tactics of those who port of Republican harmony and enwith a
CO. nd upwnnl
Tm m paso' Bi9bee Do
Democrats elect the first New Mexico were the cause of the trouble.
The thusiasm in Torrance county.
reparation.
He
according to
and all points im NtwMa.
committee charged by naming the told of a most successful
101
legislature.
N. M.
AGENTS, SANTA
Republican
(to and styi
too, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
thus
to
To
add
parties
responsible.
in
Santa
Fe
via
meeting
last night which
NSW
Coast,
the confusion, Chairman Hopkins of was addressed by Hon. O. A.
Deadlock of Lincoln County DemMEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, These
Larrrazo-lo- .
the commitee has resigned.
J. S. Bennett. Illinois.
ocrats.
The mention of Mr. Larrazolo's
TIME TABLE ALL
Montezuma.
After an all day session, the DemoEvery candidate, whether success name was greeted with great cheerLOCAL TRAINS
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Drum, Albuqaer
cratic county convention at Lincoln ful or not, and the people generally in ing. He said that the Democratic-Progressiv- e
was still in a deadlock over the dis- Quay county of the Democratic perconvention in Sania Fe has que.
The following are the time tables
Miss Hazel Cox, Albuquerque.
tribution ow pie. On every candidate suasion condemn the primary system placed on its ticket the foreman of the
of the local railroads.
D. J. Holley, Denver.
from the district down to the sheriff, of nomination.
Many declaring they j grand jury, which they claim white- I. H. Brook, Bjickman.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry
there was a complete deadlock except win not participate in another.
washed Bursum. He naid a elowino'
Mrs. M. J. Titus, Silver City.
Leave
that Joseph Penfield was nominated
This
dissatisfaction.
generated tribute to the abilitv
K. W. Greene, Albuquerque.
to run against Dr. T, W. Watson for .through the tactics employed in the n. u. aursum and
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3
.
predicted an overAl Coleman, Albuquerque.
county treasurer.
primary is going to cause dissention whelming majority for the Republican
No. 10 eastbound.
in the Democratic ranks, which may ticket on November 7. He
J. W. Collier, Estancia.
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
ROUTE
defeat the ticket in Quay county No- with a strong argument in concluded
Charles E. Spader, Bernalillo.
Lincoln County Republican Ticket.
P. nr.
opposition
7.
S.
vember
Charles
The Republicans of Lincoln county
to the adoption of the blue ballot
Brown, Albuquerque.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1,
C. H. Anderson, St.
have nominated the following ticket:
The trouble seems to have originat amendment and pledged the RepubliJoseph, Mo.
ed in an attempt to give a badly de- - can party to a clean and business-lik- e
Eugene Fisher, Denver.
Representative J. V. Tully.
.Returning arrive at Santa Fe. 6: St
Abe Hixenbaugh, Raton.
Sheriff Robert Brady.
feated candidate a place on the ticket administration of the state's affairs.
. m.
Fer rates and full information address
Ira Duckworth, Raton.
Rock Island Tribune.
Treasurer Dr. W. T. Watson.'
The name of Mr. Larrazolo being
7:20 p. m. cocect with No. 7 and
J. R. Gaines, Raton.
Clerk H. A. Harvey.
mentioned, a telegram was read to the
) westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
a.
Fred
Assessor
Union
p. Agent,
Raton.
Newman,
Tickets.
Corn.
County
Henry
convention, which was sent by Mr.
Returning arr?v at San.a Fe 11:10
Felix Martinez, EI Paso.
The Republicans of Union county Larrazolo to J. E.
El Paso Texas.
Probate judge Doratio Lucero.
Saint, chairman of
p. m.
W. E. McGill La Lande.
Superintendent of schools Mrs. have nominated the following ticket: the Bernalillo county Republican
D. 4 ft. O. fly.
For senator, E. B. Gallegos; for repWallace Gunn.
indicating his reasons for not James C.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
J.
T.
L.
O.
resentatives,
Linson,
commissioners
Dahlman,
Rumaldo
County
"Cowboy" Mayor
coming to Albuquerque today.
The
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
of Omaha, "Throws the Lariat."
Coe and Samuel Wells. Toombs; for sheriff, R. T. Mansker;
Duran, Geo.
legram follows:
New 'exlco Central Ry.
asses-C. Dahlman started; his
Mayor
io. usurer, u. . rates; lor
j Hoa. Jos. E.
Jas.
Saint Chairman Repub- - career
as a cowboy, and is at present 2 Leave 5:45 p. m., contorts with No,
Salmon Works for Bursum.
Bernalillo County,
east and 1 south and west
Mayor of Omaha, and has the follow
There will be a meeting of the Sy tor T. Baca; for probate judge, L. E.
Albuquerque:
3.18 p. m. with connections
Arrive
for
H.
record:
Sheriff
of
H.
ing
Dawes
rians of Las Vegas this evening to!Gallgos;
superintendent,
Co., Neb., from
3 east
No.
resrel
that
for
the
distnree
exceedingly
hard
terms; mayor of Chadron, two
commissioners, 1st
be held in the establishement of Errett;
rK
tne many speeches I have terms; Democratic Nat't Committee
Obaido Maloof on Bridge street. The trict, C. W. Wagner; 2nd district, Ju-- ! Made P1
New
in tnis
Mexican
com-Han Padilla; 3rd district, Eduardo )
Printing
campaign and a tempor-Armijo- ; man, eight years; Mayor of Omaha,
meeting will be addressed by Nathan
but severe illness due to a severe six years, and in 1910 Candidate for pany nas prepared civil and criminal
for
A.
C.
surveyor,
Loveless,
Salmon, a prominent merchant of
The Democrats have nominated the ' c?Ia- - which I contracted here last Governor of JJebraska. WrIUng to dockets especially for the use of jusSanta Fe, who stopped off this afternight, has made it impossible for me Foley & Co., Chicago, he says: "I have tices of the peace. They are especialnoon on his way from Albuquerque to following ticket: State senator, Dr. j. to
attend your convention tliiv
C. Slack, of Clayton: reDresentstives.!
taken Foley Kidney Pills and they ly ruled, with printed headings, in
Raton. He will speak iu favor of H.
o uuui me last
D. Casados of Clapham, and J. P.
J.
have given me a great deal of relief either Spanish or English, made of
I
-minute
ad
niu.rt.
O. Bursum, Republican candidate for
Odell of Folsom ; county commission- ed. I ask that you so inform
so
I cheerfully rfiCommend " them." good record paper, strongly and durUSE
your con.
governor as he has been doing at er, 1st district,
ably bound, with leather back and
and
T.
vention,
S.
Tours truly,
assure
Captain
the Republicans
Snyder,
similar meetings in othar parts
the of Clayton; 2nd district,
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Salome Garcia of Bernalillo county that I most heartJAMES
C. DAHLMAN.'
tSigned)
state. Las Vegas Optic.
index ln front and the tees of Justice,
of Pasamonte; 3rd district, Mattas Ca- ily wish them success at the
coming
of the peace and constables printed
sados of Gallegos; assessor, Abran election and that I will take the
HONOR TO FRED BLOMAN.
first
la full on the Urst page. The pages
McKinley County Republicans.
Garcia, of Bueyeros; superintendent opportunity to visit Bernalillo
The McKinley county Republican of
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Combined Civil and CrluitrJ . . 4.00
schools, N. T. Nix of Rosebud; pro- and discuss before the
(Continued from Page Threel
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convention has placed the touting bate
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all
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Senate Gregory Page.
separate of 3? pages each, or with
of Clayton; sheriff, H. P
of my home at Las Vegas
word himself."
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today for a
House
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or representatives John Sedan; treasurer, Nestor C.Taylor,
de Baca short rest, but expect to soon
The
American writer and Verey un
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80 pases civil and 820 pages
Young and S. McGillivray.
book,
of Bueyeros; surveyor, J. W. Stiles, of work on behalf
of the Republican derstood each other prefectly. Clem criminal. To introduce them
Sheriff Bob Roberts.
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Probate clerk F. W. Meyers.
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Where It Stands.
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gave such a glowing account of
this great new state at heart.
For 45 cents tiiaonaI tor a single
Treasurer and collec r, J. G. Cam- (Editorial in the Albuquerque Mornthe courier that Twain determined to
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ing Journal, May 11, 1911.)
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O. A. LARRAZOLO.
combination docket, they will be sent
The record of the hearing before
County commissioners, First district
"George, I must have this Verey at
Expecting that O. A. Larrazoin inn once," he said.
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
T. L. Andrews, Second district, J the House committee on territories
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George demurred ,as
of the Republican leaders of
order. State
A. Gordon;
Third district, Charles we suggest, should, take its place as
San Ml he could r.ot leave his post, but the full must accompany
the comic section of the Congression- guel county would arrive on the Call humorist agreed to put on his apron plainly whether English or Spanish
Browa.
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
Probate judge Alexander Montoya. al Record, the chief artists being those fornia limited at 11 o'clock this morn- and look after the door while the por- printed heading Is wanted
Superintendent of schools J. A. eminent Democrats who after holding ing, the Bernalillo County Republican ter summoned Verey.
The courier
a secret meeting here at which noth- convention adjourned at 10:30 and was engaged at once and served Clem Take Your Common Colds Seriously.
Brackett.
common colds, severe and frequent,
ing "of interest to the public" was marched in a body to the station to ens In that capacity as long Kb he was
lay the foundation of chronic diseased
done, went to Washington to spend a extend a welcome to the veteran cam- needed.
You Bet They Need Purging.
conditions of the nose and throat, and
Disgruntled because of his failure month or so working day and night In paigner. Mr. Larrazolo was taken
may
develop into bronchitis, pneumoa
tremendous and in fact superhuman suddenly ill at Lamy, however, and
to receive the Democratic nomination
nia and consumption. For all coughs
was advised by a
for probate judge, our old friend Tom effort not to delay statehood.
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physician
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The Democrats of Quay county are
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have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. William and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all timet of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of rlfl you may want. I will endeavor
te give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I
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' Santa Fe, N.
IM Red
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amendment; they attacked the elec
tlve franchise provision; they attacked the corporation
commission ar
ticle; they reiterated the lie that the
election was corrupt;
the people, In spite of the 18,000
majority, approved of the consUtution,
and thev nsanllA lha nrtlnlA nmnMl.
tlon from 8tart t0 flnlBh- - bitterly and
rancorously.
They attacked the con
stitution day after day on their own
initiative in the effort not to delay
statenood! They did not meet objec
tlons of the committee and offer a way
out; they endeavored to persuade the
committee that the constitution was
rotten and was not what the people of
New Mexico wanted, :
, And now they (eel "hart and ashaov

i

i--

Francis Hendriks, Berlin, Germany.
Miss Theano, Paris, France J. Philal, Paris.
H. Howard Hall, Chicago.
E. A. Johnston, City.
Frederick Porter, Denver.
William c. Liller Albuquerque.

W. C. McDonald, Carrlzozo.
E. R. Phillips, Chicago.
R. M. Luce, Denver.
B. W. Gregg, Mexico.
Miss True, Pajarito Ranch.
W. E. Johnson, Laurel, Md.

Coronado.
Irwin Teaque, Cromwell, Texas..
H. L. Morris, Blair, Oklahoma,
W. E. Renlf, Blanco, Colo. .

Every organ of the body is brought into a more,
condition.
The man's health is decidedly improved.
healthy
THE NEAL TREATMENT has been offically adopted by
the government of Australia and other state governments and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
the United States and foreign countries.
cially.

Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon Application.
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SAVED

Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful
Experience that Might Have
Ended Seriously.

Bar Paid Respects to Judge
of the Ford Republic
for Boys

WANTED to sell vacant lot on Gaisteo strctt, adjoining Mr. Easley. 210
xlO'j
feet; btst cash offer gei-- it.
A.Pogue, El Paso, Texas.

-

were upheld.
calves
bulls $3.2a4.25;
$17.50;
western steers $47.50; westrn cows
What is a Crook?
While trying an alleged thief, Fred $34.80.
once asked the accused, "Then you're
Market
3,000.
Togs Receipts,
willing to be known as a creek?" The steady. Bulk of sales, $.006.45;
defendant made no objection and Fred heavy, $6.30; packers and butchers,
ruled: "Well, you are a crook." Later $6.256.50; lights, 5.906.4; pigs,
he was brought before the supreme $4.255.25.
court for applying the word crook
Market
Sheep Receipts, 2,000.
to the accused.
In defending him steady. MuUons, 3.oo3.75; lambs,
self Fred evolved a definition that 4.405.80; range wethers and yearlhas since been classic in the republic ings, $3.254.50; range ewes, $2.25
"A crook is a fellow who is willing' 3.80.
to be called a crook."
Omaha, Xeb., Oct. 21. Cattle Re
Heart Disease Caused Death.
ceipts 100. Market steady. Native
Heart disease caused his death. In steers $4.757.75: cows and heifers
a euiogy in tne prooate court one oi $3.25S5.50: western steers $3.75
the attorneys said: "The life of this; 6.50: Texas steers J3.50(?i5.40: cows
lad calls again to my mind a sentence end heifers $3 5.15; canners $2.60
by Booker T. Washington: 'It is not
3.6o; stockers and feeders $3.25
the height to which a man attains 5.90; calves $6.507.55; bulls, stags,
that measures greatness, but the dis etc., $3.255.
tance which he travels in getting Hogs
Receipts 5,800. Market 5c
there.' Judged by this standard, who higher. Heavy $6.306.40;
mixed
can estimate the greatness of thirteen $6.356.371-2- ;
light $6.356.50; pigs
year-old
He was one $4.506.25; bulk of sales f 6.32
Fred Bloman?
of the mofjt efficient aids this court 6.371-2- .
t) Market
ever bad in its juvenile work."
100.
Receipts
Sheep
Last Honors.
steady. Yearlings $3.504.25; wethHis fellow citizens attended his ers $3.253.60; ewes $2.7o3.25;
As the throng which had lambs $55.6o.
funeral.
COTTON.
gathered around his bier moved IntOj
title "Polly of the Circus", and hei the open air, an awed urchin was. New York, Oct. 21. Cotton spot
ministerial admirer. The reproduction heard to whisper: "Gee, a lot of folks closed quiet, 30 points higher. Mid- ot a circus in full swing in the third came to see Fred buried, didn't they?' .dling uplands, 9.75; middling gulf, 10.
Sales none.
act of one of the greatest pieces
of stage realism. Dainty Ida St. Leon
MARKET REPORT BEARS HAMMER STOCK
will be seen in the title role. The
MARKET WITH EFFECT.
personnel of the supporting cast is an
MONtY AND METALS.
apparent assurance of a finished and
New York, Oct. 21. Copper nomi At First the Industrials Made Gains,
artistic portrayal of the other characBut Railroad Issues Were
ters. The scenic production is re- nally unchanged; lead $4.254.30;
can money nominal;
markable for one of such admittedly silver &4
Heavy Losers.
unusual skill in such matters as Mexican dollars 45; Prime paper 41-- 2
53
Amalgamated
Frederick Thompson. The third act
Sugar (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 21. Stocks which
116
Atchison
NorthGreat
an
where
107;
actual
sawdust
ring
setting,
lead in the advance of yesterday's
123
105
New
ern
York
Central
with
all
incidents
the
performance
and accessories is shown, is especially Northern Pacific 117; Reading 1391-2- ; trading were sold heavily at me openSouthern Pacific 1091-8- ;
Union Pa ing of the market today ana lost part
notable. .
of their gains. United States steel
cific 1621-2- ;
Steel 59
pfd. 109
was again the most active issueu and
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Oct. . 21. Lead steady declined,
Amalgamated
copper
and
4.15; Spelter quiet 6.20; Wool, dull. and American Smelting lost
Union Pacific
and Chespeake and
Territory and western mediums 17
Some of the industrials
20; fine mediums 1618; fine 1115. Ohio 1
made fair gains including Allis Chal- GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 21. Wheat Dec. mers preferred and American Telee

--

2

Players

j

5--

I

3--4

102

May 1061-810Dec. 661-4- ;
May 66
Oats Dec. 48
May 50
Pork Jan. $15.80; May $15.90.
Lard Oct. $9,071-2- ; Jan. $9.10.
Ribs Jan. $8,221-2- ; May $8.35.
Corn

7--

2

J

"

iWiS.

'

21. Cattle Re
111, Oct.
ceipts estimated at 500. Market dull.
Beeves $4.758.75; Texas steers 4.10
6.10; western steers $4.25 7.25;
stockers and feeders $3.25 5.80; cows
and heifers $2 6.15; calves $59.
Hogs Receipts, estimated at 11,000.
Market "slow to steady. Light $5.95
6.65; mixed $6.056.65; heavy $6

Chicago,

$

6.65; rough $66.25; good to choice,
heavy $6.256.65; pigs $3.756; bulk
of sales $6.306.60.
at
Sheep
Receipts estimated
1,000. Market strong. Native $2.25

Mmmmk

V

western $2.403.85;. yearlings
$3.604.25; lafmbs; native $3.756;
western $3.756.15.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. Cattle Re
ceipts 500, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $5.25
steers $3.905.25;
8.20; 'southern
southern cows and heifers $2.75
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.75
7; stockers and feeders $3.755.80;
3.75;

fY

-

5--

Livestock
&tmr

'

l
;

.a,

-
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A Bit

Shak?

PULL YOURSELF

TOGETHER
On

POSTUIW
In place of coffee
"turns the trick" nicely

" There's a Reason."
IDA ST. LEON,

IN

"THE POLLY OF THE CIRCU8."

c. vy. O. WAF.D
Territorial District Attorn
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKB'R.
H. P.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Santa Fe Commander
No. I, K. 1. Regular
conclave lourin Mon
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

,fr-f,--

p. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELO.W E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIX, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge ot
Peifectlon No. 1, 14th

CioCiv

SALESMAN

First-clas-

tot

s

Ac-

third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
the

Masonic Hall, eouth side of Plaxa.
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are
Invited to attend.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

cor-diall-y

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge
4C0,

No.
B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu and
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler,

J. D. SENA,

Secretary.

tract a limited number of salesmen to
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Lacarry our 1912 line of advertising calPracticing before all the courts o
endars, bank supplies and novelties;
the
Adverestablished trade. Economy
Territory.
tising Company, Iowa City, Iowa.
New Mence
Santa Fe
AGENTS WANTED

and

Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on

H. L. ORTIZ,

Will con-

WAXTED

Ancient

degree.
cepted

a,

-

V

1. R

iw

d

''

,

i

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of eacb month
at Masonic Hall a'.

New Mexico.

Las Graces,

j

3

resource-foul-mouthe-

i

E. UXNETf.

J

r

"Polly of the Circus."
it does, the story of the
sad romance of a pretty little circus
rider and a village pastor in the middle west, "Polly of the Circus" with
Ida St Leon, will be presented at
the Elks' theater Tuesday night. It
is a drama as original as it is refreshing, and is one of those rare
plays that appeal to the "gallery gods"
with the same force as to the occupants of orchestra chairs. Since this
play was first produced, hundreds of
thousands of persons' have been moved from laughter to tears and to sheer
Joy In following the fortunes of the
wistful girl, from which comes the

Master

e

--

Telling, as

H. H. DORMAN,
CHAS.

!

s

Plays

j

7.30.

i

Attorneys
Practice in fje Distri t Court ai
ell as before the Supreme Court oi
he territory.

Manu-- ;
PROFITS FOR YOl"!
New Mexico
f.a Vegas,
Barley crisp. Xcw confection.!
'
5c
'
Machine
package costs you
si
E. C. A3B0T7
$7.aD prepaid.
Samples Vk: J, it ten-1
Attorncy-st-Lafield Co., 4:!2 Oschrier BUIg., Sacra-- i
f'ractloe in the District aim 5u
memo, Calif.
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
WAXTETV
Bj ight man or yourg attention given 10 all business
New Mexico
lady to handle our goods to the Hotels Sauta Fe,
in Arizona. Fine opportunity,
pe'-- i
G. W. PRICHARD
mai:eut situation. We have been in
this business twenty-fivAttorney and Counsellor at Law
years. A'l-- j
Practice in all tbr DWtrict Court
tnd give ipuclai attention to caset
Register Co., Des Moines, Iowa.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
WANTED Pay or board at start to Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fn K. M
'"' '
learn trades. Automobiles, Electricif
ty, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
HARRY O. MOULTO'l
work on jobs. Only few months required. No apprenticeship drudgery.
Attorney-at-La200 students last year.
Catalogue
1
free. United Trade School, Los Angeles.
Santa 7c, N. M.
TYPEWR!TER3.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. ().
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled Chas. F.
Chas. R. Eanley
Easley.
All repair work and typewrites guar
EASLEY & EASLEY.
autecd.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Attorneys at Law.
change. Phone 231.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
WAXTED Canvassing Agents at
Land
and titles examined.
once for the sale of "Compendium of SantA Fe.grants
N. M., branch Office Estan-ciEveryday Wants," the book of genN. M.
eral necessity, price $1.50; also for
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful reMcKEAN & CHEETHAM,
ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
.
Attorneys-at-Lawoutfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
in
Practice
all
the
Courts and BeRT. REV. JEAN BAPTISTE PITAVAL,, ARCHBISHOP
OF SANTA FE, per cent commission
to agents. Big
fore the Interior Department.
Who Declares Against the Blue Ballot in Open Letter Printed on First Page. sellers. Address
A. B. KUHLMAN,
New Mexico.
Taos,
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, 111.

Mir-hin--

whip-denc-

I

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

BIG

l.

'

New Mexlc

fuc-tur-

g

t,

Sinta Fe,

Col-Ma- c

d

j

Attorney-at-La-

toikt

d

....

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
Regular communi'
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masoiic - Hall ?.

A

PAUL A. F. WALTER

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot
tage. Bath, ratite. light. 0. C. Wat.
son & Co.

DIRTUWIHB

Fraternal Societies

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

LADIES Send for catalog of reliable
drug and rubber gpeci:tlti g,
Supply Co., 20 South St..
Newark, X. J.

Rivesville, W.Va. Mrs. Dora Martin,
in a letter from Rivesville, writes:
"For three years, I suffered with womanly troubles, and had pains in my
IMP back and side.
RISE OF
I was nervous and
could not sleep at night.
The doctor could not help me. He
Impressive Funeral Service of a said I would have to be operated on beThirteen-Year-Olfore I could get better. I' thought I
Boy
would try using Cardui.
at Detroit.
Now, I am entirely well.
I am sure Cardui saved my life. I
D.
Lane).
(By Winthrop
will never be without Cardui in my
(Exclusive Service The Survey Press home. I recommGnd it to
my friends."
Bureau).
For fifty yoars, Cardui has been reThe news coming several weeks
and distress caused by woago from Detroit, Michigan, that Judge lieving pain
Frederick Bloman had died, fell upon manly trouble. It will surely help you.
It goes to the spot reaches the
an ignorant and at first responsive
Who was Judge Frederick trouble relieves the symptoms, and
public.
Bloman? Three days later thousands drives away the cause.
If you suffer from any symptoms of
knew his life story.
Frederick Bloman, thirteen years womanly trouble, take Cardui.
lour druggist sells and recommends
and under
old. illiterate,
i It,
Get a bottle from him today.
sized, a rescued waif and an
N.
B.
Citizens'
Hn'tete Ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chattaof
the
was
judge
rigible,
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term., for Special
Court of the Ford Republic for boys nooga
Instructions, and
boon. "Home Treatment
Four years ago he was for Women," sent In plain wrapper, on request.
at Detroit.
consorting with hoboes and begging
food for them. He was a swearing,
and good-wilWhen Fred's second
tobacco-chewinimp, with no recolto a close his felwas
term
drawing
and
a
or
mother,
lection of a home,
no
had
low
citizens
thought but to
with not respect for any living thing.
him.
But Fred lay in the
m. ot), o
nf
with a fatal illness. Reahz-mileSupreme Court traveled one hundred- hospital
to attend the funeral, the Pro- tag that he could not serve them
bate Court of Wayne county adjourn- - again, yet unwilling that another
the citizens
ed over two days in his honor, leaders should wear his title
of associate judge
of bar and bench held a meeting to seated the position
and to that office elected one of
pronounce his eulogies, and men and
women of distinction gathered about their number,
On the Bench.
his bier in the nave of St. Paul's j
On the bench young Bloman dis- i
Cathedral
(played ingenuity, tact, and ability in
Ford Republic.
lad
Ford Republic, the superintendent handling his fellow citizens. A in
of which is Homer T. Lane, is a home charged with "punching another
say-lafor wayward boys. It is greatly simi-- . the kitchen" defended himself by in
In its principles of reformation ing he had punched the other, not
to the better known George Junior the kitchen but in the stomach. his
retorted that
For a time after Fred stantly the judge
he
s
Bloman was brought there the habits stomach was h kitchen because
he
Later
there.
"chuck"
his
kept
of
one
him
of his former life made
to
the most unmanageable boys in the declared that he would put a stopand
He had been taken by the the "punching in the kitchen
Republic.
in the basement' that had
police from a band of gypsies and is "kicking
d
on recently. His
been
going
most
of
one
the
to
been
have
said
was
of
dilemnas
In
face
the
fulness
youngsters whom the
was
A convicted culprit
marked.
authorities had ever discovered.
ce sentenced by him to corpora)
Bloman's Reformation.
a proper re- -' punishment at the hands of Superin-garTo cause
for others, to grow in such a soil tendent Lane. It was contrary to the
seemed a hopeless task. Yet young superintendent's notion of things to
Bloman's reformation, after he came chastise his boys. So he begged off
The little judge
to the republic, though gradual, was on some pretext.
sure.
He was slow to show the faced a crisis in his administration,
to go
qualities that were in him. A strong, To allow the guilty lad
erotesaue sense of humor. punished would weaken his influence
Both his
which strangely enough smacked of among the unruly element.
none of the vulgarity of his former size and official dignity barred Mm
habits of mind, won him ultimate from performing the task, and there
After three years resi-- , was no public executioner or
popularity.
So Judge Blomam created
the boys selected him judge of ping post.
their Citizens' Court for a term ot a new thing an executive board. Like
six months.
At the end of that per--: most executives this board was com-loIts members unlNo one had missioned to act.
he was
ever administered justice in the little ted in administering fair punishment
republic with such firmness, fairness, and the court's ruling and dignity

vt
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WANT

o
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PROBERT

this and surrounding counties, for the

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holdr
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
ers are always welcome.

& COMPANY

Investments

"NEW STANDARD 1910 Census
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
LAS of the World." Agents making
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
Money Loaned for investors
Best of
$40.00 to $60.00 per week.
President
We have for sale general stocks ot
terms. Also Agents for
Retail Lumber Yard C. J. NEIS,
Merchandise,
easy selling JUVENILE and HOLI- and other nusinebs
Secretary.
Opportunitier
DAY Books. Combination Outfit postTaoi umnty.
throughout
F. W. FARMER
paid only 20c. 50 per cent commission
Bank References Furnished
to agents. Full particulars free. AdHomestead No.
New Mexico
Taos,
dress A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher, 136
2879.
West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
M.
PIANO BUYERS!
Meets
Second
RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Write now to The
and Fourth Thnr
21
Phone, 6 Red
Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for their
days. Fireman's
illustrated catalogue, prices
and OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Hall. H. ForemaD.
terms, and big list of Special Bargains
Phone, 220 Black
C. G. Richie, Cor.
in slightly used Pianos and Player-PianoSec. Mrs.
Dais?
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
AT-

J.

DR.

Knight-Campbe-

DIAZ,

ll

Tanner.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.
Oct. 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifacio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Nov.
12,
1911,
made Homestead
10265-0797for SE 1-Section 33,
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., X. M.

Genito-Urinar-

Santa Fe Camp

D.

13514,

Diseases.

y

fillip

THE WASSERMAN & NOOUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

bors welcome.

Chemical and Microscopical Examinations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given op
application.

M.

W.

A.

neets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting tUrt
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Visting neigh.

A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above deSanta Fe Camp No.
scribed, before Register or Receiver
8673. R. N." A. meets
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., State Nat. Bank
Bid;., Albuquerque N M
fourth Tuesday of
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
each month; soClaimant names as witnesses:
Dentist.
cial meeting thirl
Fernandez Armijo, DIonicio SandoOver Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Tuesday at Elks'
val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo UrRooms 1, 2 and 3.
HalL
VislWnf
M.
of
X.
all
Pecos,
ban,
Phone Red "6.
welcome
neighbors
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
NETTIE VICKROY.
Register.
And by Appointment.
Orncl.
FLORENCE RISING.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
LET THE WANT
Recorder.
COLUMN DO IT.
Department of the Interior,
Have you Hurnisheo Rooms to Rentf
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
A good live advertisement In the
A little campaign Want advertising
October 10, 1911. Want column of the New Mexican will
in the New Mexican will keep the
Notice is hereby given that Juan rent any property that is rentable.
from your furnished rooms from
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who, There is always some one that wants
The classified columns are
on Nov. 10, 1906 made Homes .ead No. what you have got, but you must let lapsing. looked
always
up closely and it will
NW them know It
NE
and E
079C9, for W
pay you well to use them.
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
HE, .N. M. Meridian has filed notice of
intention to make Final
to establish claim to land above
1
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office U Sania Be, N. M..
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gonzales, Fernandez GonBesides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
zales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N.
M. Jacinto Ortia, of Rowe, N. M
MANUEL R. OTERO,

phone.
Most of the initial losses were recovered before the bears stopped the rally
by a fresh attack on United States
steel. That stock yielded a point to
59 4 and Union Pacific, Southern
Pacifc, Reading and Lehigh Valley
gave way nearly as much.
Chesapeake & Ohio was hammered
as a result of its poor annual report
and lost 2 points.
The market closed weak.
Chesapeake & Ohio extended its decline to
over 3 points.
Other stocks were
sluggish but ruled around the low lev
Regls'er.
el. Pittsburg advices that some mills
had shut down for lack of orders enLet Him Know ft If you are out ot
couraged bear selling of United States a
position, you must let the employer
Steel.
know it. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every busiWyoming is smaller In area than
New Mexico, has a much more inhos- ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
pitable climate and a less fertile soil,
If yon have any special taland yet, In the census year, the value territory.
do not hide it uuder a bushel.
ent,
of its field crops was as great as the
value of such crops In New Mexico.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS,
This is due to the fact that Wyoming
needed
Supply
ranchmen cut the wild grasses on the to build Just the ingredients
and restore
up,
strengthen
public range much more extensively the natural action of the
kidneys and
than Is done in this territory. More bladder.
Specially prepared for backthan $6,000,000 was the value of
ache, headache, nervousness, rheumaforage crops in 1909 In Wyoming. Cer tism and all
kidney, bladder and urieals came next with $2,741,519
and nary irregularities.
For sale by all
then potatoes with a value of $524,489,
druggists.
2

j

2

4

i

f,

Coldest Day of Season The temperature took a drop to twenty-tw- o
de
grees this morning killing everything
except the hardiest plants. Yesterday
the maximum was only thirty-eigdegrees and there wag .01 of an inch
of precipitation in the form of flurries of snow. Fair and warmer weath
er 1b predicted for tomorrow. "
ht

If you want anything on
Wont Ad.

a New Mexican

earth try

Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on 'he market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before
ot all possible buyers.
v

If you want anything on earth
New Mexican want ad.

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

Want

Try

Ad,

$ 00 to

ROSES

$200 per Dozen

CLARENDON

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE,

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

GARDENS,

Now

m

Manager.

HOTELS

Under the Same Management.

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Urge

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Sample Rooms.

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

& Night.

Famished rooms in connection.

it 222 San Francisco Street

Hot & Cold

::'::

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LUPE HERKERA,

Prop

1.

'

"V

THE
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SOCIAL

"Cash" no.

no. 4 Andrews
BAKERY

GROCERY

" EMPRESS FLOUR "
G uaranteed

Besl

MEATS.The
BAKERY

the Best and Whitest Made.
ThatMoneyWiilBuy
BEST

GO0DS-TH-

OF

EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

MEATS

.,

y

SAN1. A I' E NEW

SNOraM

(Continued from Page Five.)
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MARKET

AND

-

-r- -v

accomSheriff Abe Hixenbaugh
panied by Deputy Sheriffs Ira Duckworth, J. 11. Gaines and Fred Newman, arrived in the city yesterday
with six prisoners from Colfax county
for the penitentiary.
C. G. Richie, the well knowii ab-

stract attorney and secretary of, the
of Commerce was
Sanla Fe
reported r?ry ill this afternoon. Seme
months aso Mr. Richie underwent a
surgical operation, but his health
has been poor for several weeks.
a

Phone No. 4.

If you want anytnlns on earth try
Want ad In th New Mexical

92....Phone....29

mm
WE RECOMMEND

MARKET

TO YOU THE

rripTh
v LluTm

WAltn

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

HAMRD'5

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an
s
variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

92.. .Phone ..92

end-les-

44

It's the Watch for You."

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

1

z

repair-departme-

nt

it.

DAVID LOWITZK1,
Dealer iu

New

and

Second-Han-

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest Cash Price Paid for

Second-Han- d

Goods

stock of household goods, including
brass beds, birdseye maple dressers,
tables, mahogany dining room and
parlor sets. Sale private.
Back to the Old Home D. J. M.
Diaz will reoccur) his old residence
Santa Fe. X. M., Oct. 21.
at the corner of J. on Gaspar Avenue
X The weather for Xew Mexico
and Water Street, vntil recently ,the
X
is fair tonight. Heavy frost
Beavers' Home. Dr. Diaz at present
X in southeast portion.
Sunday X
Mil'..
X lives on Capitol
X fair and warmer.
Sentenced to Be Hanged
Lynch
X'SXXXXSXXXXXX.XXX Judge C. J. Roberts at Carlsbad, sentenced James O. Lynch to be hanged
Window glass and putty at Goebels. at Roswell on December
30, for Trilling
on
For Sale Choice residence lots
of HosMarshall
Woofter
City
Roy
Don Gaspar Avenue. O. C. Watson &
well, who was searching Lynch's prem-ise- s
I
Company.
",' '
for liquor when killed.
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, O. C. Watson & Co., have 7 modern ji
unfurnished, and 3 modern furnished
188.
houses for rent.
Go to the New State for your Sunday
The Santa Fe Abstract, Realty &
Southern
dinner, fried spring chicken.
Insurance Agency today leased to
style.
& Norton,
the basement
We represent the American Queen Hassacks
room under the Capital City Bank. AftCorrect Corset for all figures. W. H.
er the room has been completely renGoebel Co.
ovated and refinished Hassacks &
Have you property for sale? The
Norton will open an
resSanta Fe Abstract, Realty and Insurance company have the buyer. Con- taurant therein
The open season for fires begins
nect with them;
cold weather Let us write
rf your house is for rent let us know with the
about it. We can secure a tenant for that Fire Policy NOW before the accident. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
you. Joseph B. Haywcird, Mgr.
"Polly of the Circus" Frederick
and iron fences
Buy monuments
Thompson's "Polly of the Circus" will
from Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Den- be at the Elks'
theater Tuesday, Ocver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local tober 24th.
It will be presented here
representative.
with Miss Ida St. Leon in the titular
Woman's Board of Trade There role, supported by all the important
will be a regular meeting of the Wom- members of the original "Polly
of
an's Board of Trade on Monday after- the Circus" company. The third act
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
reproduction of a big tent show perFor Sale Mrs. Wagner on Wash- formance, while it could hardly be
ington avenue, will sell out her entire made more realistic than it has al
ways been, will have added features
to lend to its attractiveness. .1

uiiE own BpyH
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9:00 O'clock

To-nig- ht

Paris will be seen in Aesthetic
and Interpretive Dances, with Mr.
Hendriks as assisting artist.

of

FIRST AND ONLY APPEARANCE OF

FRANCIS HENDRIKS,
Famous American Pianist and Composer,

New and

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

Second-Han-

PHONE 56 BLACK.

SANTA FE, N. M.

h

will be heard in Recital, using a Grand Piano.

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $ 1 .50
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THEANO

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1911.

M. M.

ELK'S THEATRE

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

iU V

MARKET

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
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Bakina Fewder J

1

A Pure.Grape Creamer Tartar

kEDBnilEail Baking Powder

Made frozt Grapes

1

DECLARED OFF.

(Continued from page one.
returned to Mount Vernon, X. Y.,
where his sister will be buried tomor-- !
row. He expects to join the team
Monday.
As soon as the game was officially
declared off Manager McGraw of the
New York team, released .the "members of his team until morning and
they scattered in all directions. Most
of them left for New York at 11
o'clock.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

grounds that no record of the former

HOUSEKEEPER'S TIDINESS MAY
SAVE KING FROM GALLOWS.

trial exists.

She Found Stenographic Report on
, .. Roomer's Table and Threw
Papers Into Fire.'
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Oct. 21. A tidy
housekeeper, discovering a bundle of
apparently useless papers lying on the
table of one of her roomers, threw
them into the fire. The papers proved to be the stenographic report of
the trial of George King, convicted of
X' murder in Elbert county last July, and
X on the grounds that heir Is no record
X of the trial, the man sentenced to be
hung may be granted a new hearing.
X' 'Attorneys representing King have
X have filed an application for a new
X, trial in the supreme court on the

THEANO WILL DANCE
FOR THE ELKS' TONIGHT.
A musical treat has been prepared by the Elks' for Santa
Feans and will be given at
the Elke theater at 9:00
o'clock tonight. It will be the
first and only appearance of X!
Theano, the Grecian damiuso x'
in interpretive dances
whici X
aroused the cultured people of X
X
enthusiasm.
Denver to much
The first part of the program X
will be a piano recital by Fran? X
cis Hendriks, a distinguished ; .X'
x!
American composer.
The performance is to be X
given under the auspices of the X;
Elks' who have brought this X
X
splendid attraction here.
X X X St X X X X X X X X X X

GUARANTEES
IN SPAIN.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Madrid, Oct. 21. King Alfonso
signed a decree
the constitutional guarantees throughout Spain which were suspended

CONSTITUTIONAL

y

19.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Wanted Names of all So
cialists in New Mexico not
members of locals, whether
dues paid or not, so ballots can
be sent them. Address, T. C.
Rivera, Socialist nominee for
governor, Chamita, New Mex.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

::::

415 Palace Avenue.

BURSUM atsd McDONALD looking for votes, NATHAN
SALMON, " The Big Stoe," looking for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
in
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needn't be at allanxious about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as
as you are here, if we clothe you. Correct style such as you find here, the kind

OU

in any city in the world

well-dress- ed

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes; if you want not only correct ' style, but the right
,
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entiFOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES
tled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you buy your
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.
CALL ON OUR DRESSMAKER,

YOUNG MEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY

We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want ; not freakish, extreme things, but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $18.00 and up.

MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST WORK-

MANSHIP.
GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
AT

MODERATE

PRICES

Overcoats, $16.50 and up.
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SAN FRANCISCO STREET,
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